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October 30, 2020 
Dear Coaches, Advisors and Students, 

I think most of us will agree that “2020” has changed our view on things—even 
the simplest day-to-day things. A year marred by the pandemic, riots and 
contemptuous debates, our lives changed in almost an instant, and in ways most 
of us never imagined. Even our vocabularies have changed. One year ago, words 
and phrases like “social distancing,” “PPE,” “court stacking,” or “Antifa” were not 
commonly known. Yes, it has been a year for the books. 

This is why MYLaw is more excited than ever to bring Mock Trial to  you. After 
months of uncertainty and isolation, we feel as though experiences like Mock Trial 
are more important than ever, to provide some sense of normalcy.  It will be 
different than ever before. For the first time, students will not meet face to face 
in courthouses across the state. But, for the first time, students from Western 
Maryland might compete with students from the Eastern Shore, before a 
presiding judge in Baltimore, without ever stepping out of their homes.  The four-
letter word that usually strikes horror in the heart of every Circuit Coordinator is a 
distant memory. “Snow,” they’ll mock? Bring it on! 

The 2020-21 Mock Trial Competition will be completely virtual. Thanks to a 
network of incredibly dedicated people, nearly 120 teams across the state will 
have the invaluable opportunity to prepare and present both prosecution and 
defense arguments — in precedent setting fashion.  

In conclusion, I’d like to leave you with one more word as we put 2020 behind us 
and welcome in 2021.  It’s not new, and everyone knows its definition —we just 
don’t always employ it: patience. As you prepare, practice, and compete, be 
patient with one another as well as yourself. Be diplomatic. Be understanding. 
There will be glitches, as there always are with technology. Rather than 
complaining about what it doesn’t do “right,” we can marvel at all it allows us to 
do!  Rest assured that we will do everything in our power to provide the best 
Mock Trial learning experience possible. But, in a year of firsts,  this — like 
everything else —  will be a learning experience for all of us. 

Thanks to each and every one of you, for your trust in us, and for your unending 
excitement for Mock Trial.   

Stay safe and be well. 

Shelley Brown 
Executive Director 
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Important Contacts for the Mock Trial Competition 
Please call your local coordinator for information about your county/circuit schedule. 

Your second point of contact is the State Mock Trial Coordinator: 
Sonia Dowuona, sonia@mylaw.org, Maryland Youth & the Law 

© All rights reserved, 2020. Reproduction of any portion of this material is not permitted without 
the express written permission of MYLaw.  

Circuit 1—Dorchester, Somerset, Wicomico, 
Worcester 
and 
Circuit 2—Caroline, Cecil, Kent, Queen 
Anne’s, Talbot 
Ms. Cassidy Feeney 
443-880-1225
cafecassidy@gmail.com

Circuit 3—Baltimore, Harford 
Shelley Brown 
shelley@mylaw.org 

Sonia Dowuona 
sonia@mylaw.org 

Circuit 4—Allegany, Garrett, Washington 
Mr. Brian White 
301-697-2429
brian.white@acpsmd.org

Circuit 5—Carroll, Howard, Anne Arundel 
Mr. Jon Hollander (Howard) 
443-465-4404 (cell)
410-313-2867 (work)
Jon_Hollander@hcpss.org

Ms. Eve Case (Anne Arundel) 
410-222-5440
ecase@aacps.org

Ms. Melissa Montgomery (Howard) 
mmontgomery@howardcountymd.gov 

Joseph Carr (Carroll) 
JNCARR@carrollk12.org 

Circuit 6—Frederick, Montgomery 
Ms. Colleen Bernard (Frederick) 
301-644-5256
Colleen.Bernard@fcps.org

Ms. Jessica McBroom (Frederick) 
240-236-7748
Jessica.McBroom@fcps.org

Mr. Scott Zani (Montgomery) 
Scott_A_Zanni@mcpsmd.org 

Circuit 7—Calvert, Charles, Prince George’s, 
St. Mary’s 
Ms. Ashley Nadasky 
301-753-1759
anadasky@ccboe.com

Circuit 8—Baltimore City 
Mr. Erik Atas 
410-499-1132 (cell)
410-356-4455 (office)
ea@zandslaw.com

Teams should plan to compete weekly, beginning the week of January 4 and 
concluding in mid-March. Please check www.mylaw.org after December 16th for 

the competition schedule.  
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VIRTUAL COMPETITION RULES 

This is not a final version. General expectations are as follows: teams will make themselves 
available for weekly competitions beginning the week of January 4 and concluding in mid-

March. Team members should have reliable internet, functioning devices, and a quiet space to 
compete. 

1. GENERAL
1.1. Applicability.  These rules shall apply to all virtual MYLAW Mock Trial competitions. 
Participants are cautioned that the absence of enforcement of any rule within the preliminary 
competitions does not mean the rule will not be enforced at the Quarterfinal, Semi-Final, and/or 
State competition.  

1.2. Diversity and inclusion.  MYLAW has a policy of inclusion, and welcomes all participants 
regardless of race, color, religion, gender, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, 
age, disability, ancestry, genetic information, or any other category protected by federal, state or 
local law. 

1.3. Expectation of participants, coaches, hosts and volunteers. Ethical and professional behavior 
is expected at all times during all phases of the MYLAW Mock Trial Competition.  MYLAW prohibits 
discrimination, retaliation, or harassment in all its forms, by any individual or team. Inappropriate 
behavior includes but is not limited to: 

 Discriminatory comments based upon any ground listed in 1.2;

 Failure to show respect;

 Violating any of the rules outlined within the casebook;

 Adhering strictly to the “No Coaching” rule;

 Engaging in irresponsible behavior that puts oneself or others at risk, including intoxication
at any time during competitions;

 Illegal conduct of any sort.

1.4. Ideals of MYLAW Mock Trial. To further understanding and appreciation of the rule of law, 
court procedures, and the legal system; to increase proficiency in basic life skills such as listening, 
speaking, reading, and critical thinking; to promote better communication and cooperation 
between the school system, the legal profession, and the community at large; and to heighten 
enthusiasm for academic studies as well as career consciousness of law-related professions.  

1.5. Integrity. Individuals, teams, coaches and volunteers shall at all times demonstrate the 
highest standard of ethical conduct, courtesy, legal professionalism, competence and integrity. 

1.6. Student participation. Team members are expected to meet, practice and compete in their 
own homes. Team members should not congregate for the purpose of meetings, practices, or 
competitions. 
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2. ROLES 
2.1. Teacher Coach. The team’s teacher coach is considered the primary contact for each school. 
For virtual competitions, teacher coaches will serve as co-hosts, and as such, will allow each of 
their team members to “enter the courtroom.” The Coach’s primary responsibility is to 
demonstrate that winning is secondary to learning. 
 

a. Coaching goals. The Teacher Coach shall coach and mentor students about the “real world” 
aspects of judging in competitions; including but not limited to competition rules, 
sportsmanship, team etiquette, procedures, and courtroom decorum. 
 
b. Coaches’ responsibilities. The Teacher Coach shall recruit students for the team; arrange 
practice sessions and scrimmages; coordinate transportation to and from competitions; 
supervise the team during practices and competitions; work within the school and greater 
community to recruit an attorney advisor; communicate with opposing teams a minimum of 24 
hours prior to competition regarding any relevant issues including the identification of 
witnesses; and ensure that the team arrives at all scheduled in-person or virtual mock trial 
competitions. Every coach has an obligation to instill by example in every student, respect for 
judges, officials and other members of the MYLAW Mock Trial community. 

  
2.2. Circuit Coordinator.  In traditional Mock Trial competition years, the Circuit Coordinator 
serves as the primary contact for schools. For the purpose of the 2020-21 virtual competition year, 
Circuit Coordinators will assist with dissemination and collection of information from schools, as 
well as judge recruitment. 
 
2.3. Local and State Bar Associations. The Bar Associations shall advocate involvement of local 
attorneys in advising teams and hearing/scoring trials. 
 
2.4. Attorney Advisors. It is the role of the Attorney Advisor to teach basic court processes and 
procedures, to review and explain modified rules of evidence and their application to the case at 
hand, and most importantly, to exemplify fairness, professionalism, integrity, and the ideals of the 
American justice system. In the absence of an Attorney Advisor, these responsibilities become that 
of the Teacher Coach. 
 
2.5. MYLAW. MYLAW shall provide the Mock Trial case, guidelines, and rules for the competition; 
oversee the virtual competition; disseminate information to each team; provide technical 
assistance; provide certificates to all registered participants who compete for the season; assist in 
recruitment of schools; and act as liaison in finding legal professionals to assist teams. 
 
3. REGISTRATION AND PAYMENT 
3.1. Registration information.  Registration information as well as a list of all participating teams 
may be found on www.mylaw.org.  
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3.2. Team Payment. Payment is expected by the registration deadline. MYLAW requests that 
payments be made online if possible in the 2020-21 competition year. Payments may be made 
through the PayPal link found on the MYLAW.org website. An invoice is available on the 
MYLAW.org website for your convenience. 
 
3.3. Primary Contact/Teacher Coach. Each school must have a primary contact person, in most 
cases the Teacher Coach, in order to register. The Teacher Coach shall be the person MYLAW 
and/or the Circuit Coordinator communicates with when applicable. All primary contact persons’ 
information shall be current, and shall be listed on the registration form at the time of registration. 
If a teacher is not available to serve as the primary contact, a parent, administrator or other school 
affiliate may do so with the permission of the school principal and as much notice as possible to 
MYLAW and/or the Circuit Coordinator. 
 
4. TEAMS 
4.1. Team composition. A team must be comprised of no fewer than eight (8) but a maximum of 
twelve (12) student members from the same high school, with the exception of high schools with a 
Maryland State Department of Education inter-scholastic athletics designation of Class 2A or Class 
1A, which may combine with any other schools in the LEA in those classifications to field a team.  A 
team may carry up to two alternate students, who are permitted to compete only in the event 
that one of the twelve official members can no longer participate as a member of the team. 
 
4.1a. and 41b. Reserved. 

 
4.2. Team Roles. Teams may use its members to play different roles in different competitions.  

a. For any single competition, all teams are to consist of three attorneys and three witnesses, 
for a total of six (6) different students.  

b.  Reserved. 
 

4.3. Fielding teams.  High schools that field two or more teams shall not, under any circumstances, 
allow students from Team A to compete for Team B or vice-versa.   

a. Each team must have its own Teacher Coach and Attorney Advisor, separate and apart 
from the other team.  

b. Reserved. 
 

4.4. Team Information. Teacher Coaches of competing teams are to exchange information 
regarding the names and gender of their witnesses at least 24 hours prior to any given round.  

a. Teacher Coach for the plaintiff/prosecution should assume responsibility for informing the 
defense Teacher Coach.  

b. A physical identification of all team members must be made in the courtroom immediately 
preceding the trial. 
 

4.5. Attorney Advisor. Every effort should be made for teams to work with an Attorney Advisor to 
effectively prepare for competition.  
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5. COMPETITION
5.1. Forfeits are prohibited.  All registered teams agree to attend all scheduled competitions. 

a. A team with an inadequate number of students (i.e. due to illness, athletics, or other
conflicts), are expected to attend and participate in the competition, regardless.

b. In these instances, a team will “borrow” students from the opposing team, in order to
maintain the integrity of the competition, and respect for the Court, Presiding Judge,
attorneys and the other team that has prepared for the competition.

c. The competition will be treated as an automatic win for the opposition.
d. Coaches should make every effort to notify the local coordinator and the other coach in

advance of the competition if there are an inadequate number of team members.
e. When an opposing team does not have enough students to assist the other team, students

may depict two or more of the roles (i.e. they may depict 2 witnesses or play the part of 2
attorneys).

5.2. Reserved. 

5.3. Structure and dates of competition. In a traditional, “in-person” competition year, areas of 
competition coincide with the eight Judicial Circuits of Maryland. This year, teams will compete in 
a true, statewide competition. Teams will compete at least once a week, beginning in early 
January and continuing through the end of February. Quarterfinal, semi-final and state 
championship competitions will be held in March. A complete schedule of competitions will be 
published in December. 

5.4. Reserved. 

5.5. Reserved. 

5.6. Rendered decisions. Attorneys and judges may preside over, and render decisions, for all 
matches. If possible, a judge from the Court of Appeals or Court of Special Appeals will preside 
over, and render, a decision at the State Finals. 

5.7. Reserved. 

5.8. Reserved. 

5.9. Declared winner of preliminary competitions must agree to participate on the scheduled 
dates for the remainder of the competition or be eliminated. Any team that prevails in a 
competition and advances to the next round, must agree to participate on the dates set forth for 
the remainder of the competition. Failure to do so will result in the team’s elimination from the 
competition and the first runner-up in that division will advance in their place. 
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6. JUDGING AND SCORING 
Scoring will occur through an online scoring software called PROcess. Additional information will 
be provided at a later date. 
 
7. DIRECTLY PROHIBITED 
7.1. No coaching. There shall be no coaching of any kind during the enactment of a mock trial:  

a. Student Attorneys may not coach their witnesses during the other team’s cross 
examination;  

b. Teacher and Attorney Coaches may not coach team members during any part of the 
competition;  

c. Members of the team who are not participating that particular day may not coach team 
members who are competing; 

d. Coaches and team members are prohibited from using their electronic devices for any 
means of coaching; 

e. Reserved. 
f. Reserved. 

 
7.2. Notice of team demographic information is prohibited. Team members or other affiliated 
parties, shall not, before or during the trial, notify the judge of the students’ ages, grades, school 
name or length of time the team has competed. 

 
7.3. Attendance of an opponent’s competition is prohibited. Members of a school team entered 
in the competition, including Teacher Coaches, back-up witnesses, attorneys, and others directly 
associated with the team’s preparation, shall not attend or listen to the virtual or in-person 
enactments of any possible future opponent in the competition. 
 
7.4. Use of Electronics.  

a.  Cell phones must be completely silenced during the course of the competition. 
b.  Additional information will be provided at a later date. 

 
8. General Trial Procedures 
8.1 Time limits. More information is forthcoming; however, teams will be provided approximately 
the same time provisions as in past years 
 
8.2 Use of a Bailiff. Teams are strongly encouraged to employ a non-competing Mock Trial team 
member during each competition. Once teams reach the quarterfinal competitions, the use of a 
Bailiff is mandatory. More information is forthcoming. 
 
8.3 Student Attorneys.  

a.  Roles. The Student Attorney who directly examines a witness is the only attorney who may 
raise objections when that same witness is being cross-examined. The student attorney 
who raises objections on direct examination must be the same attorney who then cross-
examines that same witness. This same principle applies if a Student Attorney calls for a 
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bench conference; i.e., it must be the attorney currently addressing the Court. The student 
attorney who handles the opening statement may not perform the closing argument.  

b.  Addressing the Court. In a traditional mock trial, just as if you were in court, the 
appropriate way to address the court is to stand. In the interest of limiting disruption in the 
virtual competition process, attorneys shall remain sitting when asking questions or 
addressing the judge. 

 
8.4 Evidentiary Materials and Procedure for Introduction of Exhibits. Information forthcoming. 
 
8.5 Bench Conferences. Bench conferences may be granted, but must be conducted in open court 
during virtual competition. 
 
9. Invention of Fact. This rule shall govern the testimony of all witnesses. Mock Trial competitors 
shall advocate as persuasively as possible based on the facts contained in the casebook. Teams 
must rely on the facts as stated in the case rather than creating new facts or denying existing facts 
in order to benefit their parties. 
 
9.1. Judges’ scoring. If a team demonstrates through impeachment that its opponent has made an 
Improper Invention, judges should reflect that violation in the scores by penalizing the violating 
team, rewarding the impeaching team, or both. 
 
9.2. Improper Invention. There are two types of Improper Invention: 1) Any instance in which a 
witness introduces testimony that contradicts the witness’s affidavit and/or 2) Any instance on 
direct or redirect in which an attorney offers, via the testimony of a witness, material facts not 
included in or reasonably inferred from the witness’ affidavit.  

Facts are material if they affect the merits of the case. Facts are not material if they serve 
only to provide background information or develop the character of a witness.  
 
A reasonable inference must be a conclusion that a reasonable person would draw from a 
particular fact or set of facts contained in the affidavit. An answer does not qualify as a 
“reasonable inference” just because it is consistent with the witness affidavit. 
 
For the purposes of Rule 9, an affidavit includes the witness’s sworn statement, as well as 
any document in which the witness has stated his or her beliefs, knowledge, opinions or 
conclusions. 
 

9.3. Trial Remedy for Violations. If the cross-examining attorney believes the witness has made an 
Improper Invention, the only available remedy is to impeach the witness using the witness’s 
affidavit. Impeachment may take the form of demonstrating either (1) an inconsistency between 
the witness’s affidavit and trial testimony (“impeachment by contradiction”) or (2) that the 
witness introduced material facts on direct or redirect that are not stated in or reasonably inferred 
from the witness’s affidavit (“impeachment by omission”). The cross-examiner is not permitted to 
raise an objection to the judge on the basis of “invention of fact.” 
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10. Emergencies in Virtual Competitions. In the event of technical difficulties during a virtual 
competition, the presiding judge shall have discretion to declare a brief recess to resolve technical 
difficulties that are substantially impairing a student’s ability to participate in the trial. If the 
difficulty cannot be resolved within a reasonable but brief amount of time, then the trial should 
continue with another member of the impacted team. 
 
Before making an emergency substitution, the impacted team must make the presiding judge 
aware by making a statement similar to the following, “Your Honor, before I begin I would like to 
inform the Court that I am [insert your name] and I am substituting for [insert name], who is 
unable to continue due to technical difficulties.” 
 
The presentation will be scored based on the performance by the initial team member and the 
emergency substitute, as a whole. 
 
More information is forthcoming.  
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SYNOPSIS 

 
On a cold January evening, two security guards were on patrol at the Walters Art Museum 

in Chesapeake City, Maryland. Two individuals dressed as Chesapeake City Police officers rang the 

doorbell indicating they needed to come inside the museum. Once inside, the two individuals tied 

up the guards and stole several precious artifacts and paintings from the museum. A local resident 

and former museum employee, Izzy Gardner, has been arrested and charged with theft for 

allegedly being one of the two people who robbed the museum, as well as assault on the two 

security guards on duty that day. To this day, none of the stolen artwork has been recovered.  

 This synopsis is provided for educational purposes only and may not be referenced at trial 

in any way. 
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

1. This is a jury trial set in the Circuit Court for Chesapeake City. Chesapeake City is the largest city
in the State of Maryland and is an independent city that is not contained within any other
county in the State of Maryland.

2. Because this is a jury trial, competitors should direct their arguments to the “members of the
jury.” No judge should ever instruct students to argue this case as a bench trial.

3. The State of Maryland has four witnesses available to testify, and the following rules apply to
the State only:

a. The State is required to call Dr. Jordan Matthews and Detective Murphy Barnes.

b. The State may call either Jamie Banerjee or Casey Hudson. Both Banerjee and Hudson
were security guards at the Walters Art Museum on the night the museum was robbed.

c. The State must provide notice before trial about which guard the State intends to call. The
State must provide such notice thirty (30) minutes before trial, either by conversation in a
virtual courtroom or email to the Defense team’s designated contact person.

d. Under no circumstances may a State team call both Banerjee and Hudson. For the
purposes of trial, the affidavit of the guard who is not called may not be referenced or
used in any way because the intention of the problem drafters is to force teams to choose
which affidavit they want to use. (For example, if the State calls Jamie Banerjee, the
affidavit of Casey Hudson may not be referenced at any point in that trial.)

e. Special Instruction 3d does not preclude either team from attempting to introduce
statements made by the non-testifying guard if those statements can be brought in
through other witnesses. The written statements of Jamie Banerjee and Casey Hudson
taken by Detective Murphy Barnes exist in every trial.

f. When the State calls Jamie Banerjee, the January 21, 2020 Indictment controls and the
January 22, 2020 indictment does not exist. When the State calls Casey Hudson, the
January 22, 2020 indictment controls and the January 21, 2020 indictment does not exist.

4. The Defense has three witnesses available to testify and must call all three: Defendant Izzy
Gardner, eyewitness Armani Lee, and Dr. Kenya Abara. Teams may select the order in which
they intend to call their witnesses.

5. Once the State has provided notice to the Defense about their selection between the two
optional witnesses, the two sides should provide each other with the call order and pronouns
for each witness who will testify at trial.
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6. Detective Murphy Barnes may serve as party representative for the State and the Defendant,
Izzy Gardner may serve as party representative for the Defense. These two witnesses are
permitted to remain constructively in trial for the duration of trial. All other witnesses must be
constructively sequestered at the beginning of trial and judges should not entertain any
argument to allow any other witnesses besides Barnes and Gardner to remain in the
courtroom.

7. Witnesses must acknowledge authorship of any document that purports to be authored by
them and the authenticity of any signature that purports to be theirs. A witness whose
affidavit, deposition, or report states that the witness is familiar with a particular document
must acknowledge, if asked, that the witness is familiar with that document and that the
referenced document is the same version as the corresponding document in the current case.

8. This is a closed universe case packet. The only legal materials that competitors may mention or
rely upon are the Maryland Rules of Evidence, Statutes, and Case Law provided in this packet.
All participants must acknowledge this if asked by a judge.

9. All parties have waived objections specifically related to the United States Constitution and no
party may raise any objections specifically related to the United States Constitution.

10. No witness may refuse to answer any questions and no attorney may instruct a witness not to
respond to a question based on the witness’s Fifth Amendment rights.

11. Witnesses should feel free to use distinctive accents, speech patterns, and mannerisms - but
these elements must never become material inventions of fact. For example, a witness may
not testify using a distinctive accent and then have an attorney argue in closing that a certain
statement must not have been said by that witness because the person who heard the
statement did not state that they heard the distinctive accent.

12. This packet has two indictments to provide students with a clean copy of the indictment at
each trial. The goal is for the State to prosecute assault against the guard they call to testify
and not the guard they do not call to testify. No team may use the differing dates on the
indictments as a substantive argument. The indictment not used immediately ceases to exist
for that particular trial.
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is proud to support the
Maryland Youth and the Law

MY High School Mock Trial 
Competition

Good luck to all 
Mock Trial teams!

Our mission is to support projects that keep families safe,  
educate the public about the civil justice system,  

and help those who need it most in Maryland. 
 

Visit us online at mdforjustice.com/foundation



RULES OF EVIDENCE 
INTRODUCTION 

In American trials, elaborate rules are used to regulate the admission of proof (i.e., oral or physical 
evidence). Rules of Evidence are designed to ensure that both parties receive a fair hearing and to 
exclude any evidence deemed irrelevant, incompetent, untrustworthy or unduly prejudicial. If it 
appears that a rule of evidence is being violated, an attorney may raise an objection to the judge.  

1. Judge decides whether a rule has been violated and whether the evidence must be excluded from
the record of the trial. In the absence of a properly made objection, however, the evidence will
probably be allowed by the judge. The burden is on the attorneys to know the rules, to be able to
use them to present the best possible case, and to limit the actions of opposing counsel and their
witnesses.

2. Formal rules of evidence are quite complicated and differ depending on the court where the trial
occurs. For purposes of this Mock Trial Competition, the rules of evidence have been modified and
simplified. Not all judges will interpret the rules of evidence or procedure the same way, and you
must be prepared to point out the specific rule (quoting it, if necessary) and to argue persuasively
for the interpretation and application of the rule you think proper. No matter which way the judge
rules, attorneys should accept the ruling with grace and courtesy.

ARTICLE I. GENERAL PROVISIONS  
Rule 101. Scope. These rules govern all proceedings in the mock trial competition. The only rules 
of evidence in the competition are those included in these rules.  

Rule 102. Purpose and Construction. These rules should be construed so as to administer every 
proceeding fairly, eliminate unjustifiable expense and delay, and ascertain the truth and secure a 
just determination. 

ARTICLE IV. RELEVANCE AND ITS LIMITS 
Rule 401. Test for Relevant Evidence. Evidence is relevant if: 
(a) It has any tendency to make a fact more or less probable than it would be without the evidence; and
(b) The fact is of consequence in determining the action

Rule 403. Excluding Relevant Evidence for Prejudice, Confusion, Waste of Time, or Other 
Reasons. The court may exclude relevant evidence if its probative value is substantially 
outweighed by a danger of one or more of the following: unfair prejudice, confusing the issues, 
misleading the jury, undue delay, wasting time, or needlessly presenting cumulative evidence. 

Rule 404. Character Evidence; Crimes or Other Acts. 
(a) Character Evidence:
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(1) Prohibited Uses: Evidence of a person’s character or character trait is not admissible to prove that 
on a particular occasion the person acted in accordance with the character or trait. 

ARTICLE VI. WITNESSES/ WITNESS EXAMINATION  
Rule 601. Competency to Testify in General. Every person is competent to be a witness unless these rules 
provide otherwise.  
 
Rule 602. Need for Personal Knowledge. A witness may testify to a matter only if evidence is introduced 
sufficient to support a finding that the witness has personal knowledge of the matter. Evidence to prove 
personal knowledge may consist of the witness’s own testimony. This rule does not apply to a witness’s 
expert testimony under Rule 703. 
 
Rule 603. Oath or Affirmation to Testify Truthfully. Before testifying, every witness is required to 
declare that the witness will testify truthfully, by oath provided in these materials. The bailiff shall 
swear in all witnesses as they take the stand: 
 

Do you promise to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, under the pains 
and penalties of perjury? 

 
Rule 607. Who May Impeach a Witness. Any party, including the party that called the witness, 
may attack the witness’s credibility. 
 
Rule 608. A Witness’ Character for Truthfulness or Untruthfulness.  
(a)  Reputation or Opinion Evidence. A witness’s credibility may be attacked or supported by 

testimony about the witness’s reputation for having a character for truthfulness or 
untruthfulness, or by testimony in the form of an opinion about that character. But evidence of 
truthful character is admissible only after the witness’s character for truthfulness has been 
attacked. 

 
(b)  Specific Instances of Conduct. Extrinsic evidence is not admissible to prove specific instances 

of a witness’s conduct in order to attack or support the witness’s character for truthfulness. 
But the court may, on cross-examination, allow them to be inquired into if they are probative 
of the character for truthfulness or untruthfulness of: 

 
(1)  the witness; or 
(2)  another witness whose character the witness being cross-examined has testified about. 
 

By testifying on another matter, a witness does not waive any privilege against self-incrimination 
for testimony that relates only to the witness’s character for truthfulness.  

That is to say, mention of a person’s typical behavior is not admissible when trying to prove that 
the person behaved in a way that matches the behavior discussed in the current case. 
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Rules 609. Impeachment by evidence of conviction of crime. 
(a) Generally. For the purpose of attacking the credibility of a witness, evidence that the witness

has been convicted of a crime shall be admitted if elicited from the witness or established by
public record during examination of the witness, but only if (1) the crime was an infamous
crime or other crime relevant to the witness's credibility and (2) the court determines that the
probative value of admitting this evidence outweighs the danger of unfair prejudice to the
witness or the objecting party.

(b) Time limit. Evidence of a conviction is not admissible under this Rule if a period of more than
15 years has elapsed since the date of the conviction, except as to a conviction for perjury for
which no time limit applies.

Rule 611. Mode and Order of Examining Witnesses and Presenting Evidence. 
(a)  Control by the Court; Purposes. The court should exercise reasonable control over the mode

and order of examining witnesses and presenting evidence so as to:
(1)  make those procedures effective for determining the truth;
(2)  avoid wasting time; and
(3)  protect witnesses from harassment or undue embarrassment.

(b)  Scope of Cross-Examination. The scope of cross examination shall not be limited to the scope
of the direct examination, but may inquire into any relevant facts or matters contained in the
witness’ statement, including all reasonable inferences that can be drawn from those facts and

Scope of Direct Examination: Direct questions shall be phrased to elicit facts 
from the witness. Witnesses may not be asked leading questions by the 
attorney who calls them for direct. A leading question is one that suggests the 
answer that is anticipated or desired by counsel; it often suggests a “yes” or 
“no” answer. 
Example of Leading Question: “Mr/s. Smith: “Is it not true that you made 
several stops after work before returning home?” 
Example of a Direct Question: Mr/s. Smith: “Did you do anything after work, 
before returning home? 

Cross examination is the questioning of a witness by an attorney from the 
opposing side.  An attorney may ask leading questions when cross-examining 
the opponent’s witnesses. 
In Mock Trial, attorneys are allowed to ask any questions on cross 
examination about any matters that are relevant to the case. Witnesses must 
be called by their own team and may not be recalled by either side. All 
questioning of a witness must be done by both sides in a single appearance on 
the witness stand. 
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matters, and may inquire into any omissions from the witness statement that are otherwise 
material and admissible. 

 
(c)  Leading Questions. Leading questions should not be used on direct examination. Ordinarily, 

the court should allow leading questions: 
(1)  on cross-examination; and 
(2) when a party calls a hostile witness, an adverse party, or a witness identified with an 

adverse party. 
 

(d)  Redirect/Recross. After cross examination, additional questions may be asked by the direct 
examining attorney, but questions must be limited to matters raised by the attorney on cross 
examination. Likewise, additional questions may be asked by the cross examining attorney on 
recross, but such questions must be limited to matters raised on redirect examination and 
should avoid repetition. 

 
(e)  Permitted Motions. The only motion permissible is one requesting the judge to strike 

testimony following a successful objection to its admission.  
 
Rule 612. Writing Used to Refresh a Witness’s Memory. If a witness is unable to recall a 
statement made in an affidavit, the attorney on direct may show that portion of the affidavit that 
will help the witness to remember.  
 
ARTICLE VII. OPINIONS AND EXPERT TESTIMONY 
RULE 701: Opinion Testimony by Lay Witnesses. If a witness is not testifying as an expert, 
testimony in the form of an opinion is limited to one that is: 
(a)  rationally based on the witness’s perception; 
(b)  helpful to clearly understanding the witness’s testimony or to determining a fact in issue; and 
(c)  not based on scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge within the scope of Rule 702. 
 
Rule 702. Testimony by Expert Witnesses. A witness who is qualified as an expert by knowledge, 
skill, experience, training, or education may testify in the form of an opinion or otherwise if: 
(a)  the expert’s scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will help the trier of fact to 

understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue; 
(b)  the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data; 
(c) the testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods; and 
(d)  the expert has reliably applied the principles and methods to the facts of the case. 
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Rule 703. Bases of an Expert. An expert may base an opinion on facts or data in the case that the 
expert has been made aware of or personally observed. If experts in the particular field would 
reasonably rely on those kinds of facts or data in forming an opinion on the subject, the need not 
be admissible for the opinion to be admitted. But if the facts or data would otherwise be 
inadmissible, the proponent of the opinion may disclose them to the jury only if their probative 
value in helping the jury evaluate the opinion substantially outweighs their prejudicial effect. 

ARTICLE VIII. HEARSAY 
RULE 801. Definitions That Apply to This Article; Exclusions from Hearsay. The following 
definitions apply under this article: 
(a)  Statement. “Statement” means a person’s oral assertion, written assertion, or nonverbal

conduct, if the person intended it as an assertion.
(b)  Declarant. “Declarant” means the person who made the statement.
(c) Hearsay. “Hearsay” means a statement that:

(1) the declarant does not make while testifying at the current trial or hearing; and
(2) a party offers in evidence to prove the truth of the matter asserted in the statement.

(d)  Statements That Are Not Hearsay. A statement that meets the following conditions is not
hearsay:

A witness cannot give expert opinions under Rule 702 until they have been 
offered as an expert by the examining lawyer and recognized as such by 
the court. To have an expert witness admitted by the court, first ask the 
witness to testify as to their qualifications: education, experience, skills 
sets, etc. Then, ask the presiding judge to qualify the witness as an expert 
in the field of ____. The presiding judge then asks opposing counsel if they 
wish to Voir Dire [vwar deer] the witness. 

Voir dire is the process through which expert witnesses are questioned 
about their backgrounds and qualifications before being allowed to 
present their opinion testimony or testimony on a given subject, in court. 
After an attorney who has called a witness questions them about their 
qualifications, and before the court qualifies the witness as an expert, the 
opposing counsel shall have the opportunity to conduct voir dire. 

Once voir dire is completed, opposing counsel may 1) make an objection 
as to their being qualified as an expert, 2) request that the court limit their 
expert testimony to a more specific matter or subject, or 3) make no 
objection about the witness being qualified as an expert. The presiding 
judge will them make a ruling regarding the witness being qualified as an 
expert.  
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(1)  A Declarant-Witness’s Prior Statement. The declarant testifies and is subject to cross-
examination about a prior statement, and the statement: 
(A) is inconsistent with the declarant’s testimony and was given under penalty of perjury at 

a trial, hearing, or other proceeding or in a deposition; 
(B) is consistent with the declarant’s testimony and is offered: 

(i) to rebut an express or implied charge that the declarant recently fabricated it or 
acted from a recent improper influence or motive in so testifying; or  

(ii) to rehabilitate the declarant’s credibility as a witness when attacked on another 
ground; or 

(C) identifies a person as someone the declarant perceived earlier. 
 

(2)  An Opposing Party’s Statement. The statement is offered against an opposing party and: 
(A)  was made by the party in an individual or representative capacity; 
(B)  is one the party manifested that it adopted or believed to be true; 
(C)  was made by a person whom the party authorized to make a statement on the subject; 
(D)  was made by the party’s agent or employee on a matter within the scope of that 

relationship and while it existed; or 
(E)  was made by the party’s coconspirator during and in furtherance of the conspiracy. 

 
The statement must be considered but does not by itself establish the declarant’s authority 
under (C); the existence or scope of the relationship under (D); or the existence of the 
conspiracy or participation in it under (E). 

 
RULE 802. The Rule Against Hearsay. Hearsay is a statement, other than one made by the 
declarant while testifying at trial, offered in evidence to prove the truth of the matter asserted 
made outside of the courtroom. Statements made outside the courtroom are usually not allowed 
as evidence if they are offered in court to show that the statements are true. The most common 
hearsay problem occurs when a witness is asked to repeat what another person stated. For the 
purposes of the Mock Trial Competition, if a document is stipulated, you may not raise a hearsay 
objection to it. 
 
RULE 803. Exceptions to the Rule Against Hearsay. The following are not excluded by the rule 
against hearsay, regardless of whether the declarant is available as a witness: 

Hearsay generally has a three-step analysis: 
1) Is it an out of court statement? 
2) If yes, is it offered to prove the truth of what it asserts? 
3) If yes, is there an exception that allows the out-of-court statement to be 
admitted despite the fact that it is hearsay? 
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(a) Present Sense Impression. A statement describing or explaining an event of condition, made
while or immediately after the declarant perceived it.

(b) Excited Utterance. A statement relating to a startling event or condition, made while the
declarant was under the stress of excitement that it caused.

(c) Then-Existing Mental, Emotional or Physical Condition. A statement of the declarant’s then-
existing state of mind (such as motive, intent or plan) or emotional, sensory, or physical
condition (such as mental feeling, pain, or bodily health), but not including a statement of
memory or belief to prove the fact remembered or believed unless it relates to the validity or
terms of the declarant’s will.

(d) Business Records. A memorandum, report, record, or data compilation, in any form, of acts,
events, conditions, opinions, or diagnosis, made at or near the time by or from information
transmitted by a person with knowledge, if kept in the course of a regularly conducted
business activity, and if it was the regular practice of that business activity to make the
memorandum, report, record, or data compilation, all as shown by the testimony of the
custodian or other qualified witness, unless the source of the information or the method of
circumstances of preparation indicate lack of trustworthiness, shall be admissible. The term
“business” as used in this paragraph includes business, institution, association, profession,
occupation, and callings of every kind, whether or not conducted for profit.

(e) Public Records. A record or statement of a public office if:
(1) It sets out:

(A) The office’s activities
(B) A matter observed while under a legal duty to report, but not including, in a criminal

case, a matter observed by law enforcement personnel; or
(C) In a civil case or against the government in a criminal case, factual findings from a

legally authorized investigation; and
(2) The opponent does not show that the source of information or other circumstances

indicate a lack of trustworthiness.

Rule 805. Hearsay within Hearsay. Hearsay within hearsay is not excluded by the rule against 
hearsay if each part of the combined statement confirms with an exception to the rule. 

ARTICLE IX. AUTHENTICATION AND IDENTIFICATION 
Rule 901. Physical Evidence. Physical evidence may be introduced only if it is contained within the 
casebook and relevant to the case. Physical evidence will not be admitted into evidence until it has 
been identified and shown to be authentic or its identification and/or authenticity has been 
stipulated. That a document is “authentic” means only that it is what it appears to be, not that the 
statements in the document are necessarily true.  
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MOCK TRIAL OBJECTIONS 

Objection Rule  Description 

Relevance 401 Evidence is irrelevant if it does not make a fact that a party if 
trying to prove as part of the claim or defense more or less 
probable than it would be without the evidence. 

More prejudicial 
than probative 

403 A court may exclude relevant evidence if its probative value is 
substantially outweighed by unfair prejudice. By its nature, all 
relevant evidence is prejudicial to one side. This rule generally 
applies to evidence that not only hurts your case but is not 
relevant enough to be let in. 

Improper 
character 
evidence 

404; 
608 

A number of rules govern whether it is appropriate to introduce 
affirmative or rebuttal evidence about the character of a witness 
and the notice required to introduce such evidence. This 
objection is made when improper character evidence has been 
given as testimony in court.  
Example: “The defendant has always been very rude to me, and 
was particularly rude on the day of the incident.” 

Lack of personal 
knowledge/ 
speculation 

602 A witness may only testify to a fact after foundation has been 
laid that the witness has personal knowledge of that fact 
through observation or experience. Many teams refer to 
testifying to an assumption or fact without personal knowledge 
as “speculation.” Whenever proper foundation has not been laid 
under this rule or others for testimony, “lack of foundation” is 
also a proper objection.  
Speculation, or someone’s idea about what might have 
occurred, is generally not permitted. A witness may not jump to 
conclusions that are not based on actual experiences or 
observations, as this is of little probative value. Some leeway is 
allowed for the witness to use their own words, and greater 
freedom is generally allowed with expert witnesses. 

Beyond the scope 611 In Maryland mock trial, the initial cross examination is not 
restricted to the content of the direct examination. All 
subsequent examinations (beginning with redirect) must be 
within the scope of the prior examination. 

Form of question - 
leading  

611 This objection is made when counsel starts arguing with the 
witness, badgering a witness, or becoming overly aggressive. 
This objection is made by an attorney to protect a witness during 
cross examination. 

Form of question - 
compound 

611 This objection is made when counsel asks a compound question. 
A compound question asks multiple things. 

Form of question - 
narration 

611 This objection is made when either a witness begins telling a 
narrative as part of their answer, or counsel’s question calls for a 
narrative. It is admissible for a witness to testify about what 
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happened, but they must do so in response to a question. This 
objection prevents long winded witness answers. 

Form of question - 
argumentative 

611 This objection is made when counsel starts arguing with the 
witness, badgering a witness, or becoming overly aggressive. 
This objection is made by an attorney to protect a witness during 
cross examination. 

Unresponsive 611 This objection is made when a witness does not answer the 
question being asked by the attorney. This objection can help an 
attorney corral the witness and get a straight answer to 
questions the witness may be trying to avoid. Be careful to avoid 
making this objection when the witness simply gives a different 
answer than what was expected or desired. 

Asked and 
answered 

611 This objection is made when counsel has asked a question and 
received an answer, and asks the same question again. If an 
answer is given, a new question must be asked. Counsel can ask 
a question multiple times if the witness is not giving a full 
answer, is being uncooperative or unresponsive.   

Hearsay 801-
802 

An out-of-court statement (including a statement by the witness 
on the stand) may not be used to prove the truth of the matter 
asserted. That said, there are many exceptions to the hearsay 
rule. 

Hearsay 
exceptions 

803 Provides for exceptions to the hearsay rule in instances when 
the evidence is technically hearsay, but circumstances would 
suggest that it will be reliable. 

Lacks foundation 602 This objection is made when counsel asks a question without 
first establishing that the witness has a basis to answer it. This 
most frequently occurs when the examining attorney is going 
too quickly and not asking preliminary questions that 
demonstrate the witness’ familiarity with the facts. 

 
Please note: Invention of Fact has been removed as both a Rule of Evidence and an Objection. The 
thinking behind this is as follows: even if a witness tells a falsehood on the stand, it will be better 
to take up the issue on cross examination, and impeach the witness through the use of their own 
witness statement. The effect is two-fold: 1) the witness is shown to have lied, and 2) the 
judge/jury will see the greater skill of the crossing attorney. 
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STIPULATIONS 
 

1. For the convenience of all parties, all potential exhibits have been pre-labeled and pre-
numbered. These numbers should be used for all purposes at trial regardless of which 
party offers an exhibit or what order exhibits are offered.  
 

2. The following exhibits are pre-admitted: Exhibit 1 (Forensic Report), Exhibit 2 (Art Appraisal 
Report), Exhibit 3 (Map), Exhibit 8 (Art Crime Team Report), Exhibit 11 (Matthews exhibits), 
and Exhibit 12 (Abara exhibits). A pre-admitted exhibit has already been entered into 
evidence before trial and all parties have waived objections to that exhibit. All competitors 
are free to display pre-admitted exhibits at any time during trial and no competitor may 
raise an objection to the admissibility of a pre-admitted exhibit. 
 

a. This stipulation does not prevent teams from objecting to the manner in which a 
pre-admitted exhibit is used, if a team believes a pre-admitted exhibit is being used 
in a manner prohibited by the Rules of Evidence.  
 

3. The following items were stolen from the Walters Art Museum on the night of January 4 
and 5, 2020: 
 

a. Madonna of the Candelabra by Raphael 
b. Springtime by Monet 
c. Rubens Vase, a Byzantine-era vase of unknown origin 

 
4. The appraisal values listed in Exhibit 2 are accurate and all witnesses must acknowledge 

them when asked.  
 

5. Exhibit 7 is a true and accurate copy of the bank statement for Defendant Izzy Gardner at 
Chesapeake Bank and Trust for the dates of January 1 - 7, 2020. Both sides agree the 
statement was produced in the regular course of business by Rogers D. Elliott, Chief of 
Account Administration, Chesapeake Bank and Trust.  
 

6. If the State calls Jamie Banerjee to testify, Casey Hudson is unavailable to testify due to a 
medically induced coma as a result of a serious fall that has no relationship to this case.  
 

7. If the State calls Casey Hudson to testify, Jamie Banerjee is unavailable to testify due to a 
medically induced coma as a result of a serious fall that has no relationship to this case. 
 

8. All parties and witnesses are of at least normal intelligence and none has or ever has had a 
mental condition that would impact a person’s perception, memory, or ability to respond 
to questions on cross examination. 
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9. Dr. Kenya Abara reviewed the affidavit of Defendant Izzy Gardner when reaching Dr. 
Abara’s conclusions. The statements made by Defendant Izzy Gardner that were reviewed 
by Dr. Abara are statements that an expert in Dr. Abara’s field would reasonably rely on 
when forming their opinion, and the statements’ probative value in helping the jury 
evaluate Dr. Abara’s opinion substantially outweighs any prejudicial effect.

10. All notice requirements have been satisfied for all evidence and exhibits in the case packet 
and no party may object at any time that they did not receive proper notice that the other 
side intended to use a particular document or piece of evidence.

11. For the purposes of Rule 609(a)(1), theft qualifies as a crime relevant to a witness's 
credibility.
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Maryland Criminal Pattern Jury Instructions (MPJI-Cr) 
 

Presumption of Innocence and Reasonable Doubt (MPJI-Cr 2:02) 
 
The defendant is presumed to be innocent of the charges. This presumption remains throughout 
every stage of the trial and is not overcome unless you are convinced beyond a reasonable doubt 
that the defendant is guilty. 
 
The State has the burden of proving the guilt of the defendant beyond a reasonable doubt. This 
means that the State has the burden of proving, beyond a reasonable doubt, each and every 
element of the crime [crimes] charged. The elements of a crime are the component parts of the 
crime about which I will instruct you shortly. This burden remains on the State throughout the 
trial. The defendant is not required to prove [his] [her] innocence. However, the State is not 
required to prove guilt beyond all possible doubt or to a mathematical certainty. Nor is the State 
required to negate every conceivable circumstance of innocence. 
 
A reasonable doubt is a doubt founded upon reason. Proof beyond a reasonable doubt requires 
such proof as would convince you of the truth of a fact to the extent that you would be willing to 
act upon such belief without reservation in an important matter in your own business or personal 
affairs. If you are not satisfied of the defendant's guilt to that extent for each and every element of 
a [the] crime charged, then reasonable doubt exists and the defendant must be found not guilty of 
that [the] crime. 

 
What Constitutes Evidence (MPJI-Cr 3:00) 

 
In making your decision, you must consider the evidence in this case; that is 

(1) testimony from the witness stand; [and] 
(2) physical evidence or exhibits admitted into evidence; [and] 
(3) [stipulations; and] 
(4) [depositions; and] 
(5) [facts that I have judicially noticed.] 

 
In evaluating the evidence, you should consider it in light of your own experiences. You may draw 
any reasonable conclusion from the evidence that you believe to be justified by common sense 
and your own experiences. 
 
The following things are not evidence, and you should not give them any weight or consideration: 
 

(1) any testimony that I struck or told you to disregard and any exhibits that I struck or did not 
admit into evidence; [and] 

(2) questions that the witnesses were not permitted to answer and objections of the lawyers; 
[and] 
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(3) the charging document. The charging document is the formal method of accusing the 
defendant of a crime. It is not evidence of guilt and must not create any inference of guilt. 

 
When I did not permit the witness to answer a question, you must not speculate as to the possible 
answer. If after an answer was given, I ordered that the answer be stricken, you must disregard 
both the question and the answer. 
 
During the trial, I may have commented on the evidence or asked a question of a witness. You 
should not draw any conclusion about my views of the case or of any witness from my comments 
or my questions. 
 
Opening statements and closing arguments of lawyers are not evidence. They are intended only to 
help you to understand the evidence and to apply the law. Therefore, if your memory of the 
evidence differs from anything the lawyers or I may say, you must rely on your own memory of the 
evidence. 

 
Direct and Circumstantial Evidence (MPJI-Cr 3:01) 

 
There are two types of evidence--direct and circumstantial. An example of direct evidence that it is 
raining is when you look out the courthouse window and see that it is raining. An example of 
circumstantial evidence that it is raining is when you see someone come into the courthouse with 
a raincoat and umbrella that are dripping water. 
 
The law makes no distinction between the weight to be given to either direct or circumstantial 
evidence. No greater degree of certainty is required of circumstantial evidence than of direct 
evidence. 
 
In reaching a verdict, you should weigh all of the evidence presented, whether direct or 
circumstantial. You may not convict the defendant unless you find that the evidence, when 
considered as a whole, establishes [his] [her] guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. 

 
Credibility of Witnesses (MPJI-Cr 3:10) 

 
You are the sole judge of whether a witness should be believed. In making this decision, you may 
apply your own common sense and life experiences. 
 
In deciding whether a witness should be believed, you should carefully consider all the testimony 
and evidence, as well as whether the witness's testimony was affected by other factors. You 
should consider such factors as: 
 

(1) the witness's behavior on the stand and manner of testifying; 
(2) whether the witness appeared to be telling the truth; 
(3) the witness's opportunity to see or hear the things about which testimony was given; 
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(4) the accuracy of the witness's memory; 
(5) whether the witness has a motive not to tell the truth; 
(6) whether the witness has an interest in the outcome of the case; 
(7) whether the witness's testimony was consistent; 
(8) whether other evidence that you believe supported or contradicted the witness's 

testimony; 
(9) whether and the extent to which the witness's testimony in court differed from the 

statements made by the witness on any previous occasion; and 
(10) whether the witness has a bias or prejudice. 

 
You are the sole judge of whether a witness should be believed. You need not believe any witness, 
even if the testimony is uncontradicted. You may believe all, part, or none of the testimony of any 
witness. 
 

Number of Witnesses (MPJI-Cr 3:16) 
 
The weight of the evidence does not depend upon the number of witnesses on either side. You 
may find that the testimony of a smaller number of witnesses for one side is more believable than 
the testimony of a greater number of witnesses for the other side. 

 
Election of Defendant Not to Testify (MPJI-Cr 3:17) 

 
The defendant has an absolute constitutional right not to testify. The fact that the defendant did 
not testify must not be held against the defendant and must not be considered by you in any way 
or even discussed by you. 

 
Impeachment by Prior Conviction (MPJI-Cr 3:22) 

 
You have heard evidence that the defendant has been convicted of a crime. You may consider this 
evidence in deciding whether the defendant is telling the truth, but for no other purpose. You 
must not consider the conviction as evidence that the defendant committed the crime charged in 
this case. 

 
Presence of Defendant (MPJI-Cr 3:25) 

 
A person's presence at the time and place of a crime, without more, is not enough to prove that 
the person committed the crime. The fact that a person witnessed a crime, made no objection, or 
did not notify the police does not make that person guilty of the crime. However, a person's 
presence at the time and place of the crime is a fact in determining whether the defendant is 
guilty or not guilty. 
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Motive (MPJI-Cr 3:32) 
 
Motive is not an element of the crime charged and need not be proven. However, you may 
consider the motive or lack of motive as a circumstance in this case. Presence of motive may be 
evidence of guilt. Absence of motive may suggest innocence. You should give the presence or 
absence of motive the weight you believe it deserves. 

 
Theft (MPJI-Cr 4:32) 

 
The defendant is charged with the crime of theft. In order to convict the defendant of theft, the 
State must prove: 

 
(1) that the defendant willfully or knowingly obtained or exerted unauthorized control over 

property of the owner; and 
(2) [that the defendant had the purpose of depriving the owner of the property] [that the 

defendant willfully or knowingly abandoned, used, or concealed the property in such a 
manner as to deprive the owner of the property or knew that the abandonment, use, or 
concealment probably would deprive the owner of the property]; and 

(3) the value of the property was over $ 100,000. 
 
"Property" means anything of value. 
 
"Owner" means a person, other than the defendant, who has possession of, or any other interest 
in, the property and, without whose consent, the defendant has no authority to exert control over 
the property. For example, a security guard charged with the responsibility of securing the property 
of another has an interest in that property.  
 

EDITOR’S NOTE: To rob is to take something away from a person by force or violence (no 
matter how slight) or by threat of force or violence. The victim must be a person, not a 
business, corporation, institute, or governmental entity, but need not be the owner of the 
property. The victim is the person from whom the property was taken, and there should be 
a separate charge for each victim. 
  

"Deprive" means to withhold property of another permanently, for such a period as to appropriate 
a portion of its value, with the purpose of restoring it only upon payment of a reward or other 
compensation, or to dispose of the property and use or deal with the property so as to make it 
unlikely that the owner will recover it. 
 
"Exert control" means to take, carry away, or appropriate to a person's own use or to sell, convey, 
or transfer title to an interest in or possession of property. 
 
“Obtain” means to bring about a transfer of interest or possession, whether to the defendant or to 
another. 
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"Value" means the market value of the property or service at the time and place of the crime, or, if 
the market value cannot be satisfactorily ascertained, the cost of the replacement of the property 
or service within a reasonable time after the crime. 
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First Degree Assault (MPJI-Cr 4:01.1) 
 

The defendant is charged with the crime of first degree assault. In order to convict the defendant of 
first degree assault, the State must prove all of the elements of second degree assault and also must 
prove that the defendant used a firearm to commit assault. 
 
A firearm is a weapon that propels [a bullet] [shotgun pellets] [a missile] [a projectile] by gunpowder 
or a similar explosive. 
 

Second Degree Assault (MPJI-Cr 4:01) 
 

A. INTENT TO FRIGHTEN 
 
Assault is intentionally frightening another person with the threat of immediate [offensive physical 
contact] [physical harm]. In order to convict the defendant of assault, the State must prove: 
 

(1) that the defendant committed an act with the intent to place (name) in fear of immediate 
[offensive physical contact] [physical harm]; 

(2) that the defendant had the apparent ability, at that time, to bring about [offensive physical 
contact] [physical harm]; and 

(3) that (name) reasonably feared immediate [offensive physical contact] [physical harm]; and 
(4) that the defendant's actions were not legally justified. 

 
B. ATTEMPTED BATTERY 

 
Assault is an attempt to cause [offensive physical contact] [physical harm]. In order to convict the 
defendant of assault, the State must prove: 
 

(1) that the defendant actually tried to cause immediate [offensive physical contact with] 
[physical harm to] (name); 

(2) that the defendant intended to bring about [offensive physical contact] [physical harm]; 
and 

(3) that the defendant's actions were not consented to by (name) [or not legally justified].  
 

C. BATTERY 
 
Assault is causing offensive physical contact to another person. In order to convict the defendant 
of assault, the State must prove: 
 

(1) that the defendant caused [offensive physical contact with] [physical harm to] (name); 
(2) that the contact was the result of an intentional or reckless act of the defendant and was 

not accidental; and 
(3) that the contact was [not consented to by (name)] [not legally justified]. 
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Accomplice Liability (MPJI-Cr 6:00) 
 
The defendant may be guilty of (crime) as an accomplice, even though the defendant did not 
personally commit the acts that constitute that crime. In order to convict the defendant of (crime) 
as an accomplice, the State must prove that the (crime) occurred and that the defendant, with the 
intent to make the crime happen, knowingly aided, counseled, commanded, or encouraged the 
commission of the crime, or communicated to a participant in the crime that [he] [she] was ready, 
willing, and able to lend support, if needed. 
 
[A person need not be physically present at the time and place of the commission of the crime in 
order to act as an accomplice.] 
 
[The mere presence of the defendant at the time and place of the commission of the crime is not 
enough to prove that the defendant is an accomplice. If presence at the scene of the crime is 
proven, that fact may be considered, along with all of the surrounding circumstances, in 
determining whether the defendant intended to aid a participant and communicated that 
willingness to a participant]. 
 
[The defendant may also be found guilty as an accomplice of (a) crime(s) that [he] [she] did not 
assist in or even intend to commit. In this case, in order to convict the defendant of (additional 
crime), the State must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that: 
 

(1) the defendant committed the crime of (intended crime) either as the primary actor or as an 
accomplice; 

(2) the crime of (additional crime) was committed by an accomplice; and (3) the crime of 
(additional crime) was committed by an accomplice in furtherance of or during the escape 
from the underlying crime of (intended crime).] 

 
[It is not necessary that a defendant knew his accomplice was going to commit an additional 
crime. Furthermore, the defendant need not have participated in any fashion in the additional 
crime. In order for the State to establish accomplice liability for the additional crime, the State 
must prove that the defendant actually committed the planned offense, or the defendant aided 
and abetted in that offense, and that the additional criminal offense not within the original plan 
was done in furtherance of the commission of the planned criminal offense or the escape 
therefrom.] 
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STATUTES 
 

Md. CRIMINAL LAW Code Ann. § 7-104. General theft provisions 
 

(a) Unauthorized control over property. -- A person may not willfully or knowingly obtain or 
exert unauthorized control over property, if the person: 

 
(1) intends to deprive the owner of the property; 

 
(2) willfully or knowingly uses, conceals, or abandons the property in a manner that 

deprives the owner of the property; or 
 

(3) uses, conceals, or abandons the property knowing the use, concealment, or 
abandonment probably will deprive the owner of the property. 

 
(b) Unauthorized control over property -- By deception. -- A person may not obtain control 

over property by willfully or knowingly using deception, if the person: 
 

(1) intends to deprive the owner of the property; 
 

(2) willfully or knowingly uses, conceals, or abandons the property in a manner that 
deprives the owner of the property; or 
 

(3) uses, conceals, or abandons the property knowing the use, concealment, or 
abandonment probably will deprive the owner of the property. 

 
(c) Possessing stolen personal property. – A person may not possess stolen personal property 

knowing that it has been stolen, or believing that it probably has been stolen, if the person: 
 

(1) intends to deprive the owner of the property; 
 

(2) willfully or knowingly uses, conceals, or abandons the property in a manner 
that deprives the owner of the property; or 

 
(3) uses, conceals, or abandons the property knowing that the use, 

concealment, or abandonment probably will deprive the owner of the 
property. 

 
(d) Penalty. – 

 
(1) A person convicted of theft of property or services with a value of: 
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i. at least $ 1,500 but less than $ 25,000 is guilty of a felony and is subject to 
imprisonment not exceeding 5 years or a fine not exceeding $ 10,000 or 
both 
 

ii. at least $ 25,000 but less than $ 100,000 is guilty of a felony and is subject to 
imprisonment not exceeding 10 years or a fine not exceeding $ 15,000 or 
both; or 
 

iii. $ 100,000 or more is guilty of a felony and is subject to imprisonment not 
exceeding 20 years or a fine not exceeding $ 25,000 or both. 
 

(2) Except as provided in paragraph (3) of this subsection, a person convicted of 
theft of property or services with a value of at least $ 100 but less than $ 1,500, 
is guilty of a misdemeanor and: 

 
i. is subject to imprisonment not exceeding 6 months or a fine not exceeding $ 

500 or both. 
 

(3) A person convicted of theft of property or services with a value of less than $ 
100 is guilty of a misdemeanor and: 

 
i. is subject to imprisonment not exceeding 90 days or a fine not exceeding $ 

500 or both. 
 

Md. CRIMINAL LAW Code Ann. § 3-202. Assault in the first degree 
 

(a) Prohibited. --  A person may not commit an assault with a firearm, including a handgun, 
antique firearm, rifle, shotgun, short-barreled shotgun, or short-barreled rifle.    

 
(b) Penalty. --  A person who violates this section is guilty of the felony of assault in the first 

degree and on conviction is subject to imprisonment not exceeding 25 years. 
 

Md. CRIMINAL LAW Code Ann. § 3-203. Assault in the second degree 
 

(a) Prohibited. --  A person may not commit an assault.    
 

(b) Penalty. --  A person who violates subsection (a) of this section is guilty of the 
misdemeanor of assault in the second degree and on conviction is subject to imprisonment 
not exceeding 10 years or a fine not exceeding $ 2,500 or both.    
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Kevin Walter WARFIELD v. STATE of Maryland 
 

Court of Appeals of Maryland (March 29, 1989) 
 
OPINION 

I 

Doris Weller, 76 years of age, had lived in the same 
house in Westminster, Carroll County, Maryland, for 40 
years.  Since the death of her husband, an attorney, she 
lived alone, with only two small dogs for company.  Her 
property was bounded by Willis Street, Centre Street, 
and Court Lane.  Her dwelling was at the rear of the Willis 
Street side of the lot.  A two-car garage, separate from 
the dwelling, was at the opposite side of the lot. It 
paralleled Court Lane and was set back a short distance 
from Centre Street.  Automobile access to the garage was 
from Centre Street by way of a ramp leading to two doors 
which were operated by mechanical door openers.  There 
was a small door at the rear of the side of the garage 
facing Willis Street.  Its door was never locked but was 
self-closing by means of a spring device.  There were 
sidewalks along Willis Street and Centre Street.  Within 
the lot there was a walkway from Centre Street to the 
dwelling and from Willis Street to the dwelling. The latter 
walkway ran along the side of the dwelling, crossed the 
walkway from Centre Street, and continued to the small 
door in the side of the garage. See diagram appended 
hereto. 

 The inside of the garage was cluttered, hardly 
leaving room to squeeze in two cars.  There were boxes 
piled along the wall of the garage adjacent to the side 
door. Amidst the boxes were two cans containing United 
States coins. They came from Mrs. Weller's brother, now 
deceased.  From time to time he had tossed his loose 
change into the cans.  When his health failed, he turned 
the cans over to Mrs. Weller.  She put them in the trunk 
of her car.  One can was about 10 inches high.  The other 
was smaller, about the size of a one-pound coffee tin.  
The coins in the cans were described by Mrs. Weller as 
"[s]ilvers, halves, quarters, dimes, nickels and pennies." 
The cans had been in the trunk of the car for some eight 
years when Mrs. Weller decided to store them in the 
garage. She put them amidst the boxes by the side door. 
About 10 days later, she discovered that the small can 
and its contents were missing. She recounted the 
circumstances of their disappearance. 

After a heavy snowfall, Mrs. Weller hired Kevin 
Walter Warfield to shovel the snow off the sidewalks and 
walkways.  Warfield was not a stranger.  He had worked 
for her on previous occasions.  From her house she 

"watched every once in a while to see that he was 
catching everything . . . ." The snow "was deep." At one 
point he "disappeared" for about a half an hour.  She did 
not know where he went.  She was not concerned 
because she was not paying him by the hour.  He had 
shoveled the snow on Willis Street, "[h]alfways down 
Centre Street," and "the front walk to the front porch," 
when she looked out and saw him coming out of the side 
entrance door to the garage. She had not given him 
permission to enter the garage. She left the house and 
confronted him.  She "asked him what he was doing in 
there." He replied: "[W]e'd have to get the garage doors 
open to shovel the snow." She explained: "There's a . . . 
little ramp between the street and the garage. He said he 
had to . . . have the garage doors open to shovel that 
snow . . . ." She told him: "[Y]ou didn't need to go in the 
garage for that at all." He said: "Well, I got tired.  I went 
in to rest." According to a police officer,  Warfield later 
said that he went in to clean his boots off.  Mrs. Weller 
looked in the garage and noticed that the boxes stored 
therein were "dissembled" and that the smaller can of 
coins was missing. She discussed the missing can with 
Warfield.  He "denied that he had anything to do with it.  
He kept denying that he had taken -- had anything to do 
with the can." The discussion ended when Warfield 
remarked that there was a lot of snow to shovel and 
indicated that he should be paid more.  Mrs. Weller 
agreed to give him an additional $ 5.  He completed the 
job, and she paid him.  She never saw the smaller can or 
the coins it contained again. 

At the time Mrs. Weller confronted Warfield, he was 
not wearing his jacket, so she saw no "bulging pockets." 
She thought that the can was too big and heavy to be 
carried in a pocket in any event.  She "knew" that 
"nobody else went in that garage" because "if anybody 
comes near that yard, [the dogs] bark their heads off . . . 
." She did not know where the dogs were while Warfield 
was shoveling snow, but she was "inclined to think they 
might've been up on the porch." 

The value of the coins in the missing can was not 
clearly determined.  Mrs. Weller admitted that she "truly 
did not know" -- she had never counted them.  After 
some urging and suggestion, she thought that the value 
"couldn't have been less than 50 [dollars] and I'm sure it 
was more than 50." According to a police officer, she had 
told him that the value of the coins in the missing can was 
$ 150. 
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It was also not certain just when Mrs. Weller had last 
seen the smaller can after she removed it from the trunk 
and placed it in the garage. She said that she had last seen 
the cans the evening of the day before the smaller can 
was missing. According to a police officer, she told him 
that she had seen the cans "earlier in the week." 
Warfield's sister testified that Mrs. Weller told her that 
she did not know when she last saw the coins. In any 
event, Mrs. Weller said that the last time she saw the 
cans, the garage was "undisturbed." 

 Mrs. Weller's view of the affair can be summed up 
by her response to the observation by defense counsel at 
the subsequent trial: 
  

    Now Mrs. Weller, isn't it a fact that you 
really don't know what coins you had . . . 
you really don't know when they were 
missing or what was missing. All you know 
is that you saw [Warfield] come out of the 
garage. And, therefore, you surmised that 
he had taken your coins. 

 
  
Mrs. Weller said: "Well they were there the night before 
and they weren't there after he came out of the garage." 

Later, thinking the matter over, Mrs. Weller, "got 
scared." Her house was the only one on the block, her 
next door neighbors were away, and she thought that 
somebody should know about the incident.  She "didn't 
know  who to call" so she called City Hall.  A police officer 
was sent to investigate. 1 
 

1   We have gleaned the substantial part of what 
is recounted above from the testimony of Mrs. 
Weller adduced at the trial of Warfield in the 
Circuit Court for Carroll County. 

II 

The police investigation of the missing can of coins 
ended with the arrest of Warfield.  He was charged in an 
information filed by the State's Attorney for Carroll 
County with misdemeanor theft. A jury found him guilty.  
He was sentenced to 18 months.  

Warfield asks us to review the sufficiency of the 
evidence to sustain the convictions. He declares that the 
evidence was insufficient and urges us to pass on it. 

III 

(A) 

We pointed out in In re Petition for Writ of 
Prohibition, 312 Md. 280, 310, 539 A.2d 664 (1988), that 
what a court does in regard to passing upon the 
sufficiency of the evidence to sustain a conviction is 
"strictly circumscribed." The court does not inquire into 
and measure the weight of the evidence to ascertain 
whether the State has proved its case beyond a 
reasonable doubt. 
  

   Weight and credibility are not at issue.  
The evidence must be read from the 
viewpoint most favorable to the 
prosecution and if so read any rational 
fact-finder would find it sufficient, the 
motion must be denied. 

 
  
 Id. at 325, 539 A.2d 664. In other words, the evidence is 
sufficient if there is any relevant evidence, properly 
before the jury, legally sufficient to sustain a conviction.  
See Brooks v. State, 299 Md. at 150, 472 A.2d 981, and 
cases therein cited. 

(B) 

Mindful of the strictures in the exercise of our 
function to pass on the sufficiency of the evidence to 
sustain a conviction, we turn to the conviction of Warfield 
for theft. Maryland Code, Art. 27, § 342 declares, inter 
alia: 
  

   (a) Obtaining or exercising unauthorized 
control.  -- A person commits the offense 
of theft when he willfully or knowingly 
obtains control which is unauthorized or 
exerts control which is unauthorized over 
property of the owner, and 

(1) Has the purpose of depriving the 
owner of the property . . . . 

 
  
If the property has a value of less than $ 300, the crime is 
a misdemeanor. Subsection (f)(2). 

We think that the evidence was not sufficient for a 
rational fact-finder to find beyond a reasonable doubt 
that Warfield stole the can of coins. It is true that 
Warfield was at the scene of the crime, but that alone is 
not enough.  We said in Johnson v. State, 227 Md. 159, 
175 A.2d 580 (1961): 
  

   Everyone accused of crime is presumed 
to be innocent; and, in order to justify a 
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finding of guilt, it is incumbent upon the 
State affirmatively to establish the 
defendant's guilt beyond a reasonable 
doubt.  We have held that the presence of 
the accused at the scene of the crime is an 
important element that may be 
considered in determining the guilt or 
innocence of a person charged with the 
crime, . . . but presence, alone, at the place 
where a crime has been committed is not 
sufficient to establish participation in the 
perpetration of the crime. 

 
  
Id. at 163, 175 A.2d 580 (citations omitted).  It is also true 
that Warfield had the opportunity to steal the property, 
but others had the same opportunity between the time 
Mrs. Weller last saw the can and the arrival of Warfield 
on the scene.  There was no evidence as to whether or 
not there were footprints in the snow leading to the side 
entrance to the garage before Warfield cleaned the 
walks.  When Mrs. Weller saw Warfield leave the garage, 
the can was missing, but it did not appear to be in 
Warfield's possession, nor is there even conjecture about 
how he may have disposed of it had he in fact taken it at 
that time.  Although Mrs. Weller checked on Warfield 
from time to time from her window, she did not see him 
enter or leave the garage prior to the time which led to 
the confrontation, and there is no evidence that he did 
so.  Of course, he could have been in the garage during 
the period Mrs. Weller did not see him working, but she 
did not ask him where he was during that time, and the 
record does not reveal his whereabouts.  The mere fact 
that Mrs. Weller did not see him for half an hour is not 
enough to support a conclusion that he spent that time 
in the garage stealing the can of coins. A rational 
inference may be made from the amount of snow 
shoveled at the time Mrs. Weller next saw him, that he 
spent at least a good part of the time during his 
"disappearance" shoveling snow out of the sight line of 
Mrs. Weller from her station at the window of the house.  
Although when confronted by Mrs. Weller and pressed to 
explain his presence in the garage, he offered two 
different explanations and later gave a police officer a 
third, the explanations were not that inconsistent and 
contradictory.  He could have been in the garage for all 
three reasons.  Each of the explanations was innocent in 
itself and could reasonably explain his presence.  The only 
possible support for the notion that Warfield was the 
thief was his presence at the scene of the crime coupled 
with the fact that he gave more than one reason for being 
there.  That Mrs. Weller did not hear the dogs bark while 

Warfield was working has little, if any, probative value.  
The evidence does not even disclose where they were. 

 We believe that the circumstantial evidence does 
not reach so far as to permit a rational fact-finder to 
conclude beyond a reasonable doubt that Warfield stole 
the coins. The trial judge erred in denying the motion for 
judgment of acquittal as to the charge of theft. 

CASE REMANDED TO THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR 
CARROLL COUNTY WITH DIRECTION TO GRANT THE 
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL AS TO EACH OF 
THE COUNT IN THE INFORMATION. 
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COUPLIN V. STATE OF MARYLAND 

Court of Special Appeals of Maryland (October 18, 1977) 

OPINION 

After a two-day jury trial, the appellant was convicted 
in the Criminal Court of Baltimore of robbery with a deadly 
weapon and use of a handgun in the commission of a crime 
of violence. He received a fifteen-year sentence for the first 
of these offenses, and a five-year concurrent sentence for 
the second. 

In this appeal, the appellant argues that an error 
was committed by the trial court, namely: 

The court erred in denying his motion for new trial on 
the grounds that the evidence was legally insufficient to 
sustain his conviction of use of a handgun in the 
commission of a crime of violence. 

The claim is without merit, and we therefore affirm the 
convictions. 

Sufficiency of the Evidence to Sustain Conviction of 
Handgun Offense 

Appellant's claim here is a "double-barreled" one. 
Initially, he argued only that Ms. Day's description of the 
gun used as having two barrels was sufficient to require an 
acquittal on the handgun charge, upon the assumption that 
a handgun cannot have two barrels. 

The context of her testimony concerning the gun was 
as follows: 

"Q When he snatched it from you, what, if 
anything, did he have in his hand? 

A A gun. 

Q When you say gun, can you describe what the 
gun looked like? Size, color, anything like that? 

A It had two barrels. It was a handgun and that's 
about it." 

Ms. Day was not examined, or cross-examined, further 
with respect to the gun. Additional evidence on this point 
was received from Officer Simmons, who responded to Ms. 
Day's initial call to the police, and who stated that Ms. Day 
told him that her assailant was "armed with a small pistol." 

The fact of the matter is that handguns containing, or 
appearing to contain, two barrels do exist and, 
unfortunately, are sometimes wrongfully used; and thus, 
Ms. Day's description of the gun used as being of that type 
may well have been accurate.  That aside, however, she 
clearly stated that appellant had a gun in his hand, which 
she testified was a "handgun", and which she described to 
Officer Simmons as being a "small pistol".  To the extent 
that the presumed uniqueness of a two-barreled handgun 
might raise any doubts, it would, at best, go to the relative 

weight to be given to her testimony on that point -- a 
matter for the trier of fact to determine.  Ms. Day's other 
testimony coupled with that of Officer Simmons was clearly 
sufficient to withstand a motion for new trial or for 
acquittal.  See Miller v. State, 231 Md. 158, 161 (1963); Bell 
v. State, 5 Md. App. 276 (1968).

 The second barrel of appellant's claim is that, under 
the authority of Todd v. State, 28 Md. App. 127 (1975), 
Tisdale v. State, 30 Md. App. 334 (1976), and Howell v. 
State, 278 Md. 389 (1976), it was incumbent upon the State 
to prove that the gun used by appellant was, in fact, 
capable of firing a projectile by an explosive propellant.  As 
such proof was not produced, appellant argues that there 
was insufficient evidence that the weapon was legally a 
"handgun" within the ambit of MD. ANN. CODE art. 27, § 
36B (d). 

The full impact of this rather intriguing argument 
becomes clear when one considers where it leads.  What, 
in essence, appellant is saying is that, (1) in order to sustain 
a conviction under § 36B (d), the State must prove that a 
handgun was used; (2) in order to do that, the State must 
show that the weapon in question was capable of firing a 
projectile by virtue of gunpowder or similar explosive 
force; (3) where, as here, the gun was neither fired nor 
found, there can be, and was, no evidence of its "fireability" 
by such means; and (4) as a result, he (and others in like 
circumstances) cannot therefore be convicted under that 
section. 

Appellant's first premise is, of course, correct as a 
matter of law, and his third is probably correct as a matter 
of fact.  His syllogism collapses, however, upon the 
weakness of his second premise, because the cases upon 
which it is based do not support it. 

In Todd, Tisdale, and Howell, a weapon alleged to be 
that used in the commission of a felony or crime of violence 
was found and admitted into evidence; and the issue was 
whether that weapon was, in fact, a handgun. In Todd, 
evidence was offered that the weapon, which had the 
appearance of a .45 caliber pistol, fired a .22 caliber pellet 
through the explosive action of a carbon dioxide cartridge; 
and, based upon that evidence, it was declared by this 
Court to be a handgun. In Tisdale, the weapon was 
described as a .22 caliber gas pistol, but there was no 
evidence at all, except the weapon itself, as to what it was 
or how it worked.  Thus, this Court stated that there was a 
gross insufficiency of evidence as to the nature of the 
weapon, requiring that the conviction be reversed.  In 
Howell, the evidence established that the weapon was a 
teargas gun, which the Court of Appeals held was not a 
handgun because, from the evidence, it did not fire a 
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missile propelled by gunpowder or a similar explosive. 

It is one thing to say that, where the weapon alleged 
to be a handgun is produced and examined, and the 
evidence either shows that it was not a handgun or fails to 
demonstrate adequately that it was, there can be no 
conviction.  It is quite another to extend the "sufficiency" 
theory to produce the same result when, despite credible 
testimony that the assailant used a weapon described as a 
handgun, a small pistol, the weapon was not subject to 
empirical examination because it was not recovered.  There 
is no suggestion in any of the three cases, or in any other 
brought to our attention, that a conviction is unobtainable 
under this latter circumstance. 

In Todd, this Court stated at 28 Md. App. 132 that, 
"[t]angible evidence in the form of the weapon used in an 
offense certainly is not an essential to proof of the use of a 

weapon." A fortiori, such proof may rest upon extrinsic 
evidence as to the nature of the weapon. The statute, § 36B 
(d), does not require that the weapon actually be fired as 
an element of the crime, and we do not believe that, in the 
absence of the weapon's recovery, there is any 
requirement that it be fired simply to provide evidence of 
its "fireability." When Ms. Day testified that the appellant 
stuck a handgun, which she described as a small pistol, in 
her neck, and there was no other evidence, except 
appellant's alibi and general denial, to contradict, must less 
controvert, that testimony, the State, in our judgment, 
produced sufficient evidence of the use of a handgun in the 
commission of a felony or crime of violence to have the 
issue considered by the jury and to sustain the verdict 
rendered by it. 

Judgments affirmed. 
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STATE OF MARYLAND VS. IZZY GARDNER 
 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR CHESAPEAKE CITY 
 

JANUARY 21, 2020 
 

FIRST COUNT 
 
The jurors of the State of Maryland, for the body of Chesapeake City, do on their oath present 
that IZZY GARDNER, on or about January 5, 2020 in Chesapeake City, pursuant to one scheme 
and continuing course of conduct, did steal 3 paintings of The Walters Art Museum, having a 
value of $100,000 or more in violation of § 7-104 of the Criminal Law Article, against the peace, 
government, and dignity of the State.  
 
This Charge Is Classified As A Felony And Is a Jailable Offense With A Maximum Penalty of 
Incarceration Up to 20 Years.  
 
 

SECOND COUNT 
 
And the jurors of the State of Maryland, for the body of Chesapeake City, do on their oath 
present that IZZY GARDNER, on or about January 5, 2020 in Chesapeake City, did assault Jamie 
Banerjee in the first degree in violation of § 3-202 of the Criminal Law Article, against the peace, 
government, and dignity of the State. 
 
This Charge Is Classified As A Felony And Is a Jailable Offense With A Maximum Penalty of 
Incarceration Up to 25 Years.  
 
 
THE GRAND JURY further avers and alleges that the offense charged hereinabove were against 
the peace, government, and dignity of the State.  
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STATE OF MARYLAND VS. IZZY GARDNER 
 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR CHESAPEAKE CITY 
 

JANUARY 22, 2020 
 

FIRST COUNT 
 
The jurors of the State of Maryland, for the body of Chesapeake City, do on their oath present 
that IZZY GARDNER, on or about January 5, 2020 in Chesapeake City, pursuant to one scheme 
and continuing course of conduct, did steal 3 paintings of The Walters Art Museum, having a 
value of $100,000 or more in violation of § 7-104 of the Criminal Law Article, against the peace, 
government, and dignity of the State.  
 
This Charge Is Classified As A Felony And Is a Jailable Offense With A Maximum Penalty of 
Incarceration Up to 20 Years.  
 
 

SECOND COUNT 
 
And the jurors of the State of Maryland, for the body of Chesapeake City, do on their oath 
present that IZZY GARDNER, on or about January 5, 2020 in Chesapeake City, did assault Casey 
Hudson in the first degree in violation of § 3-202 of the Criminal Law Article, against the peace, 
government, and dignity of the State. 
 
This Charge Is Classified As A Felony And Is a Jailable Offense With A Maximum Penalty of 
Incarceration Up to 25 Years.  
 
 
THE GRAND JURY further avers and alleges that the offense charged hereinabove were against 
the peace, government, and dignity of the State.  
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Affidavit of Jamie Banerjee 1 

Witness for the State 2 

Security Guard at the Walters Art Museum 3 

 4 

After having been duly sworn by oath, Jamie Banerjee hereby states as follows: I am 5 

over 18 and competent to make this affidavit. I am testifying voluntarily and was not 6 

subpoenaed or compelled to testify.  7 

 8 

My name is Jamie Banerjee. On January 4 and 5, 2020, I was working as a security guard 9 

at the Walters Art Museum in Chesapeake City with Casey Hudson. I was tied up and 10 

blindfolded while the burglars stole priceless artifacts and paintings. I’m including everything I 11 

remember about that night in this affidavit, as well as everything I remember that could 12 

possibly relate to this case. I am not leaving out any information that I believe could be related 13 

to this case. 14 

 15 

I was born in the 90s to two parents who were both wrapped up in their careers. We 16 

moved around a lot when I was young because my dad was in the military, but I have most of 17 

my childhood memories from when we lived in Texas. My time at Lone Star High School wasn’t 18 

great, but it was the only time we stayed in one place for a long time. I lived in Texas until I 19 

graduated from high school.  20 

 21 

I had no idea what I wanted to do out of high school so I applied to a variety of schools 22 

across the country. I got a good scholarship offer at the University of Maryland, Baltimore 23 

County (UMBC) so I moved across the country to go there for college. I loved my time at UMBC. 24 

I remember clearly what I learned there about how your words will become your actions. It was 25 

like an unofficial school motto.  26 

 27 

Despite my best efforts, I wasn’t able to find my dream job out of college. I thought 28 

about graduate school or law school, but then I landed a job at the Walters. Initially I was just 29 

working part-time as a security guard, but after a few months they hired me full-time. That was 30 

in March of 2016, so I had been working there full-time for almost four years in January of 31 

2020.  32 

 33 

I remember meeting Izzy Gardner in 2018. I could tell from the moment I met Izzy that 34 

Izzy had the confidence to do anything. Izzy walked in the door, walked right up to me and 35 

shook my hand and said “Hi, I’m Izzy Gardner. I’m going to run this place someday.” I was 36 

confused at first, but I started to learn that it was just Izzy’s personality. Izzy would meet people 37 

and win them over right away. I remember one time we tried to go to a fancy new restaurant in 38 

downtown Chesapeake City. You had to have a reservation to eat there, but sure enough after a 39 

ten-minute conversation with the bartender, Izzy and I were sitting down to eat at a table by 40 

the window.  41 

 42 

Izzy and I definitely got to be good friends. After Izzy finished an independent study 43 

program, Izzy worked at the Walters for a while as an assistant to the museum curators. Izzy 44 
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was a blast to be around and just had such a fun energy and an ability to connect with people. I 45 

remember in November of 2019, Izzy stayed in Chesapeake City for Thanksgiving. Neither one 46 

of us had anywhere to go, so we spent the holiday together. Izzy made tofurkey and I brought 47 

Faidley’s Crabcakes – Chesapeake City’s finest. (I heard they were even featured on an episode 48 

of a TV show about Chesapeake City called “The Thread”.) 49 

 50 

I also remember how much Izzy loved some of the artifacts and paintings at the Walters. 51 

Izzy would spend hours just wandering the hallways of the museum when not working. I 52 

remember one time in September of 2019, I found Izzy in the back area of a gallery late at 53 

night, hours after we had closed for the day and after Izzy’s shift was over. Izzy claimed that Izzy 54 

had just gotten lost in thought, but that still struck me as a bit odd.  55 

 56 

Unfortunately, Izzy’s time at the Walters didn’t end well. I came in one day in early 57 

December and found Izzy and Sidney Ross screaming at each other. Sidney was another guard 58 

who worked at the Walters with us, and Izzy and Sidney had just finished a shift together. I 59 

didn’t know what they were arguing about, but I heard Izzy scream “you’re going to regret 60 

making me your enemy. Don’t make me take matters into my own hands.” Sidney screamed 61 

something back about how it was hard to believe Izzy would back out like this. Our boss tried to 62 

separate them but Izzy was too upset and kept screaming. Eventually our boss fired Izzy and I 63 

didn’t see Izzy again until the night of the heist.  64 

 65 

The security staff at the Walters back then was pretty small. We had a few contract 66 

employees but the only three guards on staff were myself, Casey Hudson, and Sidney Ross. 67 

Casey was with me the night of the robbery, and Sidney was scheduled to work the next 68 

morning. I looked at Exhibit 5 which is the shift listing for that weekend and I agree with all of 69 

the information on that document.  70 

 71 

On the night of January 4, 2020, Casey Hudson and I were working the overnight shift. I 72 

took a break around 10:45 PM that night and slipped out back into the alley that we share with 73 

the Engineers Club. It was absolutely frigid that night so I only stayed out back for around ten 74 

minutes, but I did have quite a surprise while I was back there: I saw Izzy! I wasn’t sure why Izzy 75 

was there initially, but then I realized Izzy was probably working at the Engineers Club. Izzy was 76 

carrying a bag of trash to the dumpster and wearing what looked like work clothes.  77 

 78 

I saw Izzy and then Izzy saw me. I think I must have startled Izzy because Izzy’s eyes 79 

went wide and Izzy quickly looked away. Izzy walked back inside the Engineers Club at a faster 80 

pace than when walking out and definitely avoided eye contact. I waved and said “Hey Izzy, 81 

good to see you.” Izzy just said “hey” in a quiet voice as they walked past me and then went 82 

back inside the Engineers Club. That was actually the first time I heard Izzy’s voice since Izzy was 83 

fired.  84 

 85 

I walked back inside and told Casey about what I had seen. Casey definitely looked 86 

surprised, but not in a good way. That’s when I remembered that Casey and Izzy really didn’t 87 

get along. I dropped the subject and Casey took a break not long after I came back. I think Casey 88 
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also went out back but I’m not really certain. Casey was gone for about twenty minutes and 89 

came back around 11:30 PM.  90 

 91 

Everything was quiet until around 1:30 AM on the morning of January 5th. We were 92 

both sitting near the security desk; I was in a chair out front and Casey was at the chair behind 93 

the desk. Casey was playing on Casey’s phone and I was reading a book when the buzzer 94 

sounded to indicate that someone was ringing the alarm at the front door. 95 

 96 

I walked over and looked at the monitor and could see two individuals who appeared to 97 

be Chesapeake City Police Officers. They had on full face masks so only their eyes were visible, 98 

which wasn’t surprising given how cold it was that night. The officer closest to the camera 99 

spoke and said “Hey, we got a call about a possible alarm being tripped. Can we come check it 100 

out real quick?” I could see the person’s breath, it was so cold. I didn’t recognize the voice 101 

through the speaker, but that’s not surprising - it’s a pretty old system so it would be hard to 102 

recognize anyone’s voice on that piece of junk.  103 

 104 

Normally we need to verify these calls with dispatch, but Casey was newer and I guess 105 

Casey acted impulsively. It’s always seemed a bit suspicious to me that Casey let the two people 106 

in so quickly, but it was probably just an honest mistake. Either way, Casey hit the button to 107 

open the outer door and the two individuals walked into our front lobby.  108 

 109 

It was obvious right away that something was wrong. The two individuals walked in and 110 

immediately ordered us to kneel on the ground facing the desk. Neither one showed us a gun 111 

or anything and I don’t know if either one was armed, but they both appeared to have 112 

something large and gun-shaped hanging from their utility belts. Casey and I complied and our 113 

hands were zip-tied together. I was confused at first and asked if we were being arrested. The 114 

first individual spoke and said “sit quietly, don’t make me use this, and don’t do anything dumb 115 

and you’ll both be fine.” The first individual gestured toward a bulky area on their utility belt by 116 

their hip when saying this. That’s when I realized these were not actual police officers - we were 117 

being robbed.  118 

 119 

Once I had a few moments to process what was happening, I also realized I might have 120 

recognized the voice. The person who spoke seemed to be trying to disguise their voice to 121 

make it lower, but I think it was Izzy Gardner. I know Izzy’s voice pretty well from all the time 122 

we spent together, and I just couldn’t shake the feeling that it sounded like Izzy.  123 

 124 

The other person put a blindfold on me and it completely blocked my vision. The two 125 

individuals then made me kneel against a wall and I’m pretty sure they moved Casey to a 126 

different room. I heard footsteps leaving in the direction of the main part of the museum and 127 

then it was quiet for several minutes. I thought I heard someone moving around in the lobby at 128 

a few points but I couldn’t be sure. I just decided to stay quiet and not do anything impulsive. It 129 

didn’t seem like I was in danger and there wasn’t anything I could do anyways.  130 

 131 
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When I was kneeling and waiting for something else to happen, I started thinking about 132 

that voice I heard. I was second guessing myself; I really wasn’t sure if it was actually Izzy’s 133 

voice. I was also worried that maybe I was connecting the voice to Izzy because I heard Izzy 134 

speak earlier and Izzy was on my mind. The voice didn’t really sound like Izzy, but it did sound 135 

like what I thought Izzy’s voice would sound like if Izzy was trying to speak without being 136 

identified. It was a scary situation and I was concerned that I might not be thinking clearly. I 137 

definitely remember my heart was pounding in my chest. 138 

 139 

Eventually I heard footsteps again and someone had clearly come back into the main 140 

lobby. I heard some moving around and then the same voice from earlier spoke again. This time 141 

the person spoke much more quietly, as if they were trying not to be heard - and they were still 142 

disguising their voice - but I heard their voice clearly. The person said “we’ve got what I wanted, 143 

let’s go.” Once I heard that second voice, almost all of my doubt from earlier faded away. To 144 

me, it sounded a lot like Izzy’s voice. I’m nearly certain the voice I heard belonged to Izzy 145 

Gardner. Of course, I was blindfolded the entire time, so I never saw anything that could 146 

identify either person.  147 

 148 

I was so upset when I realized that voice probably belonged to Izzy. I know that Izzy’s 149 

time at the Walters didn’t end well, but this was so out of character for Izzy. Izzy seemed to 150 

love and cherish all of the works of art at the Walters and I couldn’t believe Izzy would do 151 

something so drastic like rob the museum. I do remember Izzy telling me at Thanksgiving in 152 

2019 that Izzy would be broke without their job at the Walters. Clearly Izzy had a job at the 153 

Engineers Club so I couldn’t imagine Izzy doing something like this - even for money.  154 

 155 

After I heard that voice speak again, I heard footsteps that faded away, and then a single 156 

thud noise that I think was probably the back door closing when the thieves left the museum. 157 

Everything was quiet for what I think was a few hours after that. I didn’t even try to move as I 158 

wasn’t sure if either person was watching me, and honestly I don’t think I could have moved 159 

either way. My wrists were tied together very tightly and I don’t think I would have been able 160 

to stand up.  161 

 162 

Eventually I heard noises and movement, and my blindfold was pulled off my eyes. 163 

Sidney Ross was there to start the day shift; Sidney cut me loose and asked what happened. I 164 

told her that we had been robbed and that Casey was probably still in the museum too. Sidney 165 

placed a quick call to the police and told the dispatcher that two people had robbed the 166 

museum. I didn’t realize this until later but I had never mentioned to Sidney how many people 167 

were present. I figured Sidney just assumed it was more than one person since they had 168 

overpowered both Casey and myself.  169 

 170 

Sidney and I then went to look for Casey and found Casey tied up and laying down in the 171 

main art display room. Sidney cut Casey loose and pulled off Casey’s blindfold, and we checked 172 

to make sure Casey wasn’t hurt. Thankfully Casey told us that Casey was fine. I remember Casey 173 

asking me if I had any clue who those people were. I must have just been shaken up, because I 174 
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told Casey I had no idea. Casey nodded and said “yeah, me either. I didn’t recognize either 175 

one.”  176 

 177 

The police arrived a few minutes later and I talked to Detective Murphy Barnes. The 178 

detective asked me questions about what I remembered and I told them everything I’m writing 179 

in this affidavit. I specifically remember telling Barnes that I heard a voice that I believed 180 

belonged to a former employee named Izzy Gardner, and I remember seeing Barnes write that 181 

information down in their notebook. Once Barnes finished asking me questions I went home 182 

and slept for pretty much the rest of the day.  183 

 184 

I heard from Barnes the next day; they had spoken to Casey Hudson and learned that 185 

the security system was down. There was a storm on New Years Eve and we hadn’t been able 186 

to get anyone to come out and fix the cameras after they stopped working. The power went out 187 

for a few minutes during the storm and they didn’t reset properly. Barnes wanted to know if 188 

anyone else would have been aware that the security system was down. I don’t think anyone 189 

outside of the security staff would know, but there’s one thing that could have tipped people 190 

off. The outside cameras are set to rotate their view on a regular basis, but they weren’t doing 191 

that. If someone who knew that observed them closely, it’s possible they might have known the 192 

system was down.  193 

 194 

I was definitely surprised to find out that Sidney quit a few days after the heist. I didn’t 195 

know Sidney especially well but nothing seemed out of the ordinary aside from the yelling 196 

match when Izzy was fired. Sidney didn’t ever tell me she was quitting though; I only found out 197 

when I came in for my next shift and saw her name was gone from the weekly shift schedule. I 198 

got a call a few days later from Detective Barnes asking me if I knew anything about Sidney 199 

Ross. I told Barnes that I didn’t know much, and Barnes seemed satisfied by that answer. I 200 

remember Barnes said “I don’t see any reason why Sidney would be involved, so that seems 201 

good enough to me.” I never heard anything else from Barnes again.  202 

 203 

I wish I could give you a clearer account of what happened, but it was a scary and 204 

traumatizing night. I described everything as best I can remember it. I’m sad to have to testify 205 

against my former friend, but I’m just here to tell the truth. I hope I was wrong and it was 206 

someone else who robbed the museum, but I think it was most likely Izzy. I don’t know why Izzy 207 

did it, but I hope the missing artwork is recovered someday.  208 

 209 

I swear or affirm the truthfulness of everything stated in this affidavit. Before giving this 210 

statement, I was told I should include everything I know that could possibly be relevant to my 211 

testimony, and I followed those instructions. I know that I must update this affidavit if anything 212 

new occurs to me until the moment before opening statements begin in this case.  213 

 214 

Jamie Banerjee  215 

Jamie Banerjee   216 
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Affidavit of Casey Hudson 1 

Witness for the State 2 

Security Guard at the Walters Art Museum 3 

 4 

After having been duly sworn by oath, Casey Hudson hereby states as follows: I am over 5 

18 and competent to make this affidavit. I am testifying voluntarily and was not subpoenaed or 6 

compelled to testify.  7 

 8 

My name is Casey Hudson. On January 4 and 5, 2020, I was working as a security guard 9 

at the Walters Art Museum in Chesapeake City with Jamie Banerjee. I was tied up and 10 

blindfolded while the burglars stole priceless artifacts and paintings. I’m including everything I 11 

remember about that night in this affidavit, as well as everything I remember that could 12 

possibly relate to this case. I am not leaving out any information that I believe could be related 13 

to this case. 14 

 15 

I started working at the Walters in December of 2017. I needed a job and they were 16 

hiring, and I was sick of my old job as a server. I had to work strange hours at the Walters but 17 

things were generally quiet (except on field trip days). The job paid well enough for me to be 18 

comfortable and start to chip away at my debt. I’ve got about $45,000.00 in student loan debt 19 

and I needed to do whatever I could to start paying it off.  20 

 21 

About a month after I started working at the Walters, we got a new intern named Izzy 22 

Gardner. Izzy came through some sort of independent study program and was there to help out 23 

and finish high school. I immediately took a disliking to Izzy. I’ll admit I’m not much of an art 24 

person, and I thought Izzy was just entitled and rude. I remember Izzy trying to tell me once 25 

about how amazing it was that the Walters had paintings from all these famous people. When I 26 

made it clear that I didn’t care, Izzy just scoffed at me and said “that’s fine, more art for me 27 

then.”  28 

 29 

I basically tried to stay out of Izzy’s way after they started working at the Walters. We 30 

just didn’t get along and it was clear that wasn’t going to change. But Izzy made it impossible to 31 

ignore Izzy. One morning I was working and the museum was quiet, and then Izzy came over 32 

and asked me a question about one of our paintings: Madonna of the Candelabra. Look, I’m not 33 

a huge art person. I learned a fair amount from working at the Walters, but it felt like Izzy was 34 

just trying to show how much more they knew than I did. Izzy kept spouting out facts about this 35 

painting and how priceless it was.  36 

 37 

Eventually I just asked Izzy to leave it alone. Izzy scoffed and muttered “I guess there’s 38 

no accounting for taste” as Izzy walked away. I told Izzy never to talk to me again and to watch 39 

Izzy’s back. I think I also said something about how Izzy might have something bad coming their 40 

way if they didn’t stop treating other people so horribly. I’m not proud of how I acted, but Izzy 41 

just got under my skin.  42 

 43 
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I wasn’t there when Izzy got fired in December of 2019 - but honestly I wish I was. I 44 

heard that Izzy got into it pretty good with Sidney Ross, another guard who used to work at the 45 

Walters, and I can’t say I’m surprised. I assume Izzy treated Sidney as rudely as Izzy treated me 46 

and Sidney probably just had enough. Either way, it was nice not to have Izzy around. I felt like I 47 

was able to relax and enjoy my job more with Izzy gone.  48 

 49 

The night of January 4, 2020 was nothing special at first. I got in around 8 PM to work an 50 

overnight shift with Jamie Banerjee, another guard. Jamie and I had worked together for about 51 

two years and Jamie worked at the Walters for a few years before I started. We weren’t close 52 

but we were friendly and I generally enjoyed working with Jamie. Jamie was professional and 53 

calm, and that was good enough for me. I remember we exchanged some small talk about the 54 

weather when we both arrived, as it was especially cold that night, and then we just settled in 55 

for our shift.  56 

 57 

Around 10:30 PM, I remember Jamie took a break. We weren’t really supposed to use 58 

the back door to take breaks, but no one really cared and our boss never said anything about it. 59 

I didn’t see where Jamie went, but I found out soon enough. Jamie came back and told me that 60 

Jamie had seen Izzy Gardner in the alleyway! Apparently Izzy was working at the Engineers Club 61 

now, which is the social club next door to the Walters. I can honestly say I hadn’t even thought 62 

about Izzy since Izzy was fired, but just hearing that name annoyed me and I couldn’t stop 63 

thinking about how glad I was that Izzy was gone from the Walters. For some reason, I 64 

remember Jaime always seemed to like Izzy.  65 

 66 

I took my break about a half hour later and stood out back in the alley between the 67 

Walters and the Engineers Club. I didn’t see anyone out there, not even Izzy, but it was nice to 68 

get outside for a few minutes. It was freezing that night though so I didn’t stay outside for long.  69 

 70 

Nothing unusual happened until around 1:30 AM. Jamie and I each took turns walking 71 

through the museum and checking the other doors, but everything was quiet and normal. We 72 

were both in the main lobby by the front entrance at 1:30 AM when we heard the noise that 73 

indicates someone rang the bell at the front entrance.  74 

 75 

I should take a moment to explain how that entrance bell works. Once the museum 76 

closes, you can only get in if you have a keycard (like employees do) or if you ring the bell. Once 77 

you ring the bell, a camera activates and shows the guards a live picture of who is standing at 78 

the front entrance. The front door has frosted and reinforced glass so we can’t see through it to 79 

the outside. That camera doesn’t record what we see, but we’re able to see a live picture of 80 

anyone outside. There’s also a call box where someone can press a button and speak to us.  81 

 82 

At 1:30 AM the chime rang that indicated someone was at the front entrance. Jamie and 83 

I looked at the screen since we were both near the desk, and I saw two individuals who 84 

appeared to be Chesapeake City Police Officers. Both were in uniform and wearing full face 85 

masks that covered everything except their eyes. Both individuals were also wearing gloves. 86 

None of this was unusual as they were outside and it was very cold that night.  87 
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 88 

I remember pausing for a moment since it was definitely strange to have someone 89 

requesting access that late at night. I considered using the call box to ask them why they 90 

wanted to come in, but I figured they must have a good reason and I didn’t want to leave them 91 

out in the cold any longer than necessary. Neither one of them said anything but I assumed 92 

they wanted to come inside, so I pressed the button to unlock the front door and let the two 93 

individuals into the museum. Jamie and I then walked over to greet them.  94 

 95 

As soon as they walked in, they moved toward Jamie and I and pulled our hands behind 96 

our backs. I felt my hands being zip tied together and I started to process what was happening. I 97 

struggled a bit and started protesting, but the person holding my arms spoke and told me to be 98 

quiet and don’t do anything dumb. I realized that these were not police officers, and the 99 

museum was probably about to be robbed. I wish I could say I recognized the voice I heard, but 100 

I didn’t. The person seemed to be trying to disguise their voice so it was hard to hear anything 101 

clearly.  102 

 103 

As soon as we were tied up, I remember a blindfold being slipped over my eyes that 104 

pretty much covered my entire face. There was silence for a few moments and then one of the 105 

individuals grabbed me from under my shoulders and started to push me toward what I think 106 

was the main part of the museum. We walked for a minute or two and then the person stopped 107 

me and pushed me against a wall. They put pressure on the back of my knees which I took to 108 

mean they wanted me to sit down, so I did. The blindfold was still completely covering my face, 109 

so I wasn’t sure where I was in the museum.  110 

 111 

Before too long I started to hear noises that sounded like someone was cutting 112 

something from a frame. I figured that if I was going to do anything, this was the time. I guess I 113 

thought the person might have been distracted and I could somehow get my blindfold to slip 114 

down so I could get my bearings and escape. I leaned against the wall and started to use it to 115 

prop myself up, trying to move slowly to avoid drawing attention. Unfortunately, it didn’t work. 116 

Just a few seconds later I felt someone pushing on my shoulders and I sunk back down.  117 

 118 

Right after I sat back down, the person pulled down the top of my blindfold - and I was 119 

staring right into the barrel of a handgun. The person didn’t speak that time, but I got the 120 

message and I didn’t try to do anything else to escape or prevent the robbery. There was no 121 

way I was going to risk my life to try and stop this from happening. I have no idea if it was a real 122 

handgun - and to be honest in hindsight I think it might have been one of those fake guns that 123 

look like real handguns - but in the moment all I could think about was staying alive.  124 

 125 

After pointing the handgun at me, the person yanked my blindfold back up over my 126 

eyes. But this time they didn’t secure it as well, and one side slipped down just a little bit. I had 127 

a sliver of a view through my left eye and could tell that I was against the wall outside the 128 

Renaissance and Baroque room. I was able to see inside the room and could see the person 129 

cutting a painting out of its frame. It was Springtime by Monet. I looked at Exhibit 2, the 130 

appraisal report, and I agree that the picture in that report is an accurate picture of Springtime.  131 
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I definitely didn’t want to try and draw any more attention, but I couldn’t help but try 132 

and get a better glimpse of the person who was cutting out the painting. They still had on a full 133 

mask and the police uniform, and for most of the time they had their back turned to me. But 134 

then they paused for a moment, wiped their arm on their forehead, and turned to the side. I 135 

looked over at a mirror on the other side of the wall, and I saw their face for just a split second. 136 

The person’s mask moved a little bit when they wiped their arm, and just enough of their face 137 

was exposed for me to see who it was: I’m almost positive it was Izzy Gardner.  138 

139 

I wasn’t able to see very much of Izzy’s face, and I only saw it for less than a second 140 

before they turned back around. That was the only glimpse I got, and it was in a mirror, in the 141 

dark, with one eye, through a sliver of a view from my blindfold. But I definitely saw what I saw. 142 

I know Izzy well and I recognize Izzy’s features. Of course it’s possible I’m wrong; it wasn’t the 143 

ideal circumstance to recognize someone and my mind was mostly just thinking about that gun. 144 

145 

After a few minutes I heard footsteps head in the direction of the museum halls again, 146 

and then it was silent. I was pretty sure that Jamie wasn’t anywhere near me, and I didn’t want 147 

to risk anything, so I just sat silently and waited. I figured the next shift would find us in a few 148 

hours. After what felt like forever I heard noise again and then someone pulled the blindfold off 149 

my face. It was Jamie, and they were with our coworker and fellow guard, Sidney Ross. Sidney 150 

asked what happened and I remember Jamie and I just shook our heads. I think we were both 151 

still shocked.  152 

153 

The first officers showed up just a few minutes later and then Detective Barnes got 154 

there soon after. I did a full interview with Barnes before leaving around 6 AM. Barnes asked 155 

me questions about what I remember and I told them everything I’m writing in this affidavit. I 156 

specifically remember telling Barnes that I saw part of the face of one of the robbers and that I 157 

was pretty sure it belonged to a former employee named Izzy Gardner. I remember seeing 158 

Barnes write that information down in their notebook. 159 

160 

Barnes also asked about our security system. We had a big storm the afternoon of 161 

December 31, 2019 and the museum actually lost power for a few minutes. When the power 162 

came back on, the security camera system went offline. We tried to get someone from the 163 

company to come out and fix it, but they weren’t able to send anyone until the next week since 164 

it was so close to the holidays. We kept the cameras out to make people think they were 165 

working, but we don’t have any video footage from the night of the robbery.  166 

167 

Barnes asked me if anyone else knew about the security system being down aside from 168 

security staff at the museum. I honestly can’t be sure, but I don’t think anyone else would have 169 

been aware. It’s true that Izzy was fired relatively recently so I guess it’s possible they could 170 

have known somehow, but I certainly didn’t tell Izzy about it.  171 

172 

Barnes asked me a few questions about Sidney Ross so I should address them for a 173 

moment. Sidney had been working at the Walters for a few months before we got robbed and 174 

as far as I knew was intending to keep working there. The museum hired her in July of 2019 and 175 
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I thought Sidney seemed to be a competent and effective employee. Sidney definitely kept to 176 

herself for the most part but was polite and friendly; we would make small talk during our shifts 177 

together sometimes and would discuss things like sports and the weather. 178 

179 

I worked another shift with Sidney a few days after the robbery on the night of January 180 

6 and 7, 2020. The museum had been closed since the heist for investigation but all the police 181 

and investigators were gone by then. Sidney seemed mostly normal but definitely was a bit on 182 

edge. Sidney looked around more than usual and she seemed to avoid eye contact with me for 183 

most of the night. But we were both nervous that night since it was the first shift we worked 184 

since the heist, so I chalked it up to nerves. I definitely felt more nervous than usual; being tied 185 

up for hours while someone robs your place of work will do that to you.  186 

187 

Sidney definitely never said anything to me about quitting, but that shift was the last 188 

time we saw one another. I came in on January 8th and found out from our supervisor that 189 

Sidney had given notice that night and was quitting effective immediately. I definitely was 190 

surprised by that, and I remembered that Detective Barnes asked me to tell Barnes if I learned 191 

anything more. I called Barnes’ office but had to leave a voicemail. I never heard anything back, 192 

so I assumed Barnes checked it out and decided Sidney wasn’t involved.  193 

194 

I’ve done my best to remember everything I can about that night and include all of that 195 

information in this affidavit. I believe Izzy Gardner was the person responsible for robbing the 196 

Walters Art Museum the night I was tied up, and I am confident in my assessment of the face I 197 

saw that night. I knew I was right to dislike Izzy and this just confirms my belief about them. I’m 198 

glad Izzy is finally getting what Izzy deserves for doing something terrible. I just hope Izzy comes 199 

clean and we can finally recover the stolen artwork.  200 

201 

I swear or affirm the truthfulness of everything stated in this affidavit. Before giving this 202 

statement, I was told I should include everything I know that could possibly be relevant to my 203 

testimony, and I followed those instructions. I know that I must update this affidavit if anything 204 

new occurs to me until the moment before opening statements begin in this case.   205 

206 

Casey Hudson 207 

Casey Hudson 208 
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Detective Murphy Barnes  1 

Witness for the State 2 

Chief of Criminal Investigation at the Chesapeake City Police Department 3 

 4 

Case #:    48-15162342 5 

Incident:   Burglary  6 

Date of Incident  January 4 - 5, 2020 7 

Submitted by:   Murphy Barnes, Detective  8 

 9 

Training and Experience  10 

 11 

I received my Associate of Arts (A.A.) from Anne Arundel Community College in 2004 with a 12 

certificate in Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. I joined the Chesapeake City Police 13 

Department in 2005 after completing the standard 500-hour Law Enforcement Academy and 14 

graduating with high honors. I worked as a patrol officer from 2005 to 2009 before joining the 15 

Criminal Investigation Department as a Detective. I was promoted to Senior Detective in 2012 16 

and became the Chief of Criminal Investigation in 2014 when my predecessor, Detective Evan 17 

Drew retired.  18 

 19 

My training at the Law Enforcement Academy covered the standard range of topics, including 20 

use of force and defensive force tactics, investigative techniques, de-escalation and mental 21 

health intervention, writing reports and warrants, and community relation strategies. I also 22 

took two specialized courses in evidence location and preservation.  23 

 24 

When I joined the Criminal Investigation Department (“CID”) in 2012, I attended two 10-hour 25 

training sessions with the Law Enforcement Academy on advanced investigative techniques, 26 

including forensic evidence, witness interrogation, crime scene analysis and preservation, and 27 

body language interpretation. Upon completion of those courses, I received a Distinguished 28 

Certification in Criminal Investigation.  29 

 30 

Since joining the Criminal Investigation Division, I have been the lead detective on over 500 31 

cases. I have investigated a wide variety of theft and robbery cases including home invasions, 32 

bank robberies, and auto theft. This is the first museum robbery case I have ever been assigned, 33 

and to the best of my knowledge it is the first case of this nature to come through my office 34 

since joining CID in 2012.  35 

 36 

Investigation 37 

 38 

1. Dispatch was contacted at 4:56 AM on Sunday, January 5, 2020, by Sidney Ross, a 39 

security guard at the Walters Art Museum. Sidney Ross reported that she arrived to 40 

work for a shift scheduled to begin at 5:00 AM on January 5 and found two colleagues - 41 

Jamie Banerjee and Casey Hudson - tied up and blindfolded in the museum. Ross 42 

reported that it appeared the museum had been robbed by two suspects.  43 

 44 
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2. I immediately responded to the scene and arrived at 5:14 AM. I arrived at approximately 45 

the same moment as dispatch officers in the area and helped to secure the scene. I then 46 

assisted guard Sidney Ross in locating and freeing two other security guards: Jamie 47 

Banerjee and Casey Hudson. 48 

 49 

3. I immediately secured the scene with crime scene tape and had two other officers - 50 

Officers Elliott and Bays - close down the block. The main entrance on Chesapeake 51 

Street, side exit on Eutaw Street, and rear exit to an alley shared with the Engineers Club 52 

were each secured by an officer and remained secure throughout the entirety of my 53 

investigation. I also radioed back to headquarters at approximately 5:25 AM to request 54 

a second detective on scene. Detective Omar McNulty arrived on scene at 5:45 AM and 55 

assisted me throughout the day in my investigation.  56 

 57 

4. I began by speaking with the two security guards, Jamie Banerjee and Casey Hudson. I 58 

separated them when speaking to them so as not to allow one to impact the other’s 59 

recollection. Officer Elliott informed me that the two guards had been standing by the 60 

front entrance since they were freed from their restraints and had appeared to have no 61 

conversation aside from briefly asking if the other was okay. I asked both of them to 62 

prepare written statements to preserve their memory as quickly as possible. 63 

 64 

Statement by Jamie Banerjee  65 

 66 

5. I met Jamie Banerjee at 5:30 AM when I arrived. Banerjee provided a written statement 67 

which I have included as Barnes Exhibit A. I relied on the information in Banerjee’s 68 

written statement and used it to further my investigation. 69 

 70 

Statement by Casey Hudson  71 

 72 

6. I then met Casey Hudson at approximately 5:45 AM. Hudson provided a written 73 

statement which I have included as Barnes Exhibit B. I relied on the information in 74 

Hudson’s written statement and used it to further my investigation. I found Hudson to 75 

be very credible and saw little to no reason to disbelieve anything Hudson said in 76 

Hudson’s statement. It would have been difficult to focus this investigation on Izzy 77 

Gardner without Hudson’s eyewitness account.  78 

 79 

7. I did follow up with Hudson on one specific point. I was suspicious about Hudson’s 80 

account of events and why Hudson let in the two individuals without further 81 

corroboration of their identities. I questioned Hudson on whether either of the 82 

individuals used the call box to speak to the guards; Hudson said that they did not, 83 

which contradicted Banerjee’s account of how the two robbers were allowed inside. I 84 

also asked if Hudson spoke to Banerjee before allowing the two individuals inside, and 85 

Hudson told me that no words were exchanged with Banerjee before letting the 86 

supposed officers inside. I questioned Hudson as to whether there was ever another 87 

time where two police officers showed up at the front door in the middle of the night. 88 
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Hudson thought it had happened one other time but couldn’t remember any details 89 

about that supposed event.  90 

 91 

Interview of Sidney Ross 92 

 93 

8. I next spoke to guard Sidney Ross at approximately 6 AM. Ross was the individual who 94 

called 911 and reported finding Hudson and Banerjee tied up and blindfolded.  95 

 96 

9. Ross told me that when she walked in the front door she immediately saw Banerjee 97 

sitting on the floor near the security desk, with a blindfold on and with their hands 98 

behind their back. Ross asked Banerjee what was going on, and Banerjee told Ross that 99 

the museum had been robbed. Ross removed Banerjee’s blindfold and cut Banerjee 100 

loose with scissors from the desk, and Banerjee told Ross that Hudson might be tied up 101 

in the museum somewhere.  102 

 103 

10. Ross told me she placed a quick call to 911 and asked for immediate assistance for a 104 

robbery at the Walters Art Museum. Ross and Banerjee then went searching for Hudson 105 

and found Hudson just outside the Renaissance and Baroque room. Hudson had also 106 

been blindfolded and tied up with a zip tie. Ross freed Hudson and the three returned to 107 

the main lobby to wait for the authorities.  108 

 109 

11. Ross told me that the three guards did not discuss much about the robbery before the 110 

police arrived. Ross said that Ross asked Hudson and Banerjee what happened and that 111 

Hudson said two individuals “dressed like cops” came in and tied them both up. None of 112 

the three guards reported sweeping the museum to determine if any items had been 113 

stolen.  114 

 115 

12. I questioned Ross about their whereabouts at the time of the robbery. Ross reports that 116 

she lives a few minutes outside of Chesapeake City and had been sleeping until 117 

approximately 4 AM when her alarm went off for work. Ross told me she drove to the 118 

museum and parked at approximately 4:50 AM, walked about five minutes to the 119 

museum entrance, and walked in the front door a few minutes before 5:00 AM. Ross 120 

lives alone and could not provide anyone to corroborate their location at the time of the 121 

robbery.  122 

 123 

13. Neither Banerjee nor Hudson reported any similarities between the individuals who 124 

robbed the museum and Sidney Ross. The method of entry didn’t match Ross either as 125 

Ross had a keycard and did not need to enter the museum in disguise. I did not consider 126 

Ross a suspect and ended my investigation of Ross at that time.   127 

 128 

14. Approximately two days after the heist, I received a call from Casey Hudson who 129 

reported that Ross had quit their job at the Walters. I called Jamie Banerjee who 130 

confirmed this information. I was suspicious of this as it seemed like odd timing, so I 131 

tried to reach Ross to do a second interview. When I called the number that Ross 132 
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provided, the phone was out of service. I drove by the listed address on Ross’s driver’s 133 

license and the house appeared dark. No one answered the door when I knocked.  134 

 135 

15. I considered trying again to find Ross or asking one of our patrol officers to try and 136 

locate Ross, but ultimately decided not to waste department resources on a thread that 137 

was unlikely to lead to useful information. None of the eyewitnesses placed Ross at the 138 

scene despite being familiar with Ross, and I saw no evidence of a potential motive. I did 139 

not make any additional attempts to locate or speak to Ross. 140 

 141 

Forensic Investigation  142 

 143 

16. While I was interviewing the security guards, several other officers investigated the 144 

scene and canvassed the area for potential witnesses.  145 

 146 

17. We did not find any potential witnesses outside the museum, which was unsurprising 147 

given the robbery happened in the middle of the night and we did not arrive at the 148 

scene until several hours after it concluded.  149 

 150 

18. Upon conducting a search of the museum with the assistance of the three guards, we 151 

determined the following paintings and artifacts had been stolen:  152 

a. Madonna of the Candelabra, by Raphael  153 

b. Springtime, by Monet 154 

c. Rubens Vase, an over-800-year-old vase from the Byzantine Empire 155 

 156 

19. While I did not know immediately how valuable these pieces were, the guards indicated 157 

they were some of the more valuable artwork and artifacts at the museum.  158 

 159 

20. Officers also searched the scene for possible evidence. We dusted for fingerprints on 160 

the front entrance door, the main lobby including the security desk and walls, and in all 161 

three rooms where items had been stolen. We also dusted for prints on and near the 162 

back door where the two individuals apparently left the museum.  163 

 164 

21. We also took swabs for possible DNA evidence on the front entrance door, the main 165 

lobby including the security desk and walls, and in all three rooms where items had 166 

been stolen, as well as at and near the back door. We also swapped the zip tie 167 

fragments that were left that had been used to restrain the two guards.  168 

 169 

22. Upon investigation, we learned that the museum does have a video security system. The 170 

system was installed about two years before the robbery and was comprehensive and 171 

could have been helpful - but it was not operational the night of the robbery. Hudson 172 

told us that a storm on New Year’s Eve knocked out power to the museum and the 173 

system didn’t start working again when the power returned. Hudson also reported that 174 

they had trouble getting the company who installed the system to come out as it was 175 
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around the holidays, and that they had an appointment for the week after the robbery 176 

to fix the system.  177 

 178 

23. Banerjee made an interesting observation during a subsequent phone call - the external 179 

cameras moved regularly using an automated system to adjust their field of view. 180 

Banerjee noted that someone familiar with the camera system might have noticed the 181 

cameras not moving and deduced they were not functioning, but that it would have 182 

taken careful observation over several hours to be sure.  183 

 184 

24. We sent the forensic samples out to the lab that same morning and received the 185 

forensic report back approximately 48 hours later. I recognize Exhibit 1 as that same 186 

forensics report.  187 

 188 

25. From that report, I learned that we did not find any significant fingerprints. All three 189 

guards’ prints were found in multiple locations, but this not surprising and not useful. 190 

The guards worked at the museum and routinely touched all of the surfaces we 191 

examined. We also found many other fingerprints that could not be identified, which 192 

was consistent with the Walters being a public museum with many different visitors.  193 

 194 

26. The report did find trace amounts of usable DNA on the zip tie fragments that were 195 

used to bind guards Jamie Banerjee and Casey Hudson. Neither set of zip tie fragments 196 

produced any other useable DNA results.  197 

 198 

Interview of Izzy Gardner 199 

 200 

27. At this point, it had been approximately 48 hours since I began my investigation. Both 201 

guards had implicated Izzy Gardner and it was not in dispute that Gardner was near the 202 

area on the night in question. I needed to speak with Gardner myself. 203 

 204 

28. I went to Gardner’s home at the Monument Homes Apartment Complex on Monday, 205 

January 7, 2020. I knocked on the door and an individual answered who identified 206 

themselves as Izzy Gardner. I asked if I could come in and speak to Gardner, and 207 

Gardner agreed. Gardner was cooperative throughout my interview.  208 

 209 

29. I showed Gardner photographs of the locations where the stolen items had been in the 210 

museum. Gardner appeared shocked, but to me it seemed like acting. Gardner seemed 211 

to feign surprise and attempted to act as if Gardner had no idea the robbery had 212 

occurred.  213 

 214 

30. I then told Gardner that I believed Gardner was connected to the robbery. I explained 215 

that we had eyewitnesses placing Gardner at the scene. I also told Gardner that we had 216 

cellular records placing Gardner at the scene. To be clear, the last statement was a lie. 217 

Dr. Matthews’ cellular analysis had not been provided to our office at the time of my 218 
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interview with Gardner, but I believed it would show Gardner was at the scene. I was 219 

bluffing to put pressure on Gardner, which is a common technique in police interviews.  220 

 221 

31. I asked Gardner if I could search their room and Gardner agreed. Gardner’s room was 222 

tidy and generally unremarkable. 223 

 224 

Izzy Gardner’s bank records 225 

 226 

32. The next morning on Tuesday, January 8, 2020, we received a response to a subpoena 227 

we issued to Chesapeake National Bank for the checking records of Izzy Gardner. Those 228 

records are depicted in Exhibit 7 and are accurate copies of the records we reviewed.  229 

 230 

33. Upon receiving the records, I saw that Izzy Gardner made a cash deposit of 231 

approximately $7,800.00 on the afternoon of Monday, January 6, 2020. The records 232 

showed this to be a much larger sum than any other recent deposit to Gardner’s 233 

account.  234 

 235 

34. I called Gardner around 12 PM noon on Tuesday, January 8, 2020 to follow up about the 236 

records. Gardner was initially pleasant and helpful. I informed Gardner that we had 237 

pulled Gardner’s bank records and I asked about the $7,800.00 deposit Gardner made 238 

the day before. Gardner quickly replied “you know about that?” I confirmed with 239 

Gardner that I did indeed know about the deposit, and I asked where it came from. 240 

There was a pause of approximately ten seconds before I asked Gardner if Gardner was 241 

still on the call. After a few more seconds, Gardner spoke and told me the money was a 242 

gift from Gardner’s uncle.  243 

 244 

35. I questioned Gardner about any documentation Gardner had regarding this large cash 245 

gift but Gardner was unable to provide any. Gardner mentioned a name, Uncle Andy, 246 

about two minutes after first mentioning Gardner’s uncle as the source of the funds. 247 

Gardner told me the funds were a Christmas gift and that Gardner had been holding on 248 

to them until depositing them on January 7, 2020. 249 

 250 

36. I believed Gardner was lying about the source of the funds and was suspicious that the 251 

cash had come from selling some or all of the stolen artifacts. I do acknowledge that the 252 

artifacts and paintings stolen from the Walters were worth much more than $7,800.00 - 253 

but sometimes thieves have to unload items quickly for much less than the items are 254 

worth, especially if they are concerned the police are on their tail.  255 

 256 

Arrest of Izzy Gardner and subsequent search 257 

 258 

37. Based on the information I had obtained to this point, I requested a warrant for 259 

Gardner’s arrest. I met with a member of the Chesapeake City State’s Attorney’s office 260 

who approved the warrant and submitted charges of theft and first degree assault.  261 
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38. The next morning on Wednesday, January 9, 2020, Chesapeake City Police Officers 262 

arrested Gardner as Gardner walked to work. Gardner’s cellular phone was on their 263 

person and was taken from Gardner and submitted to our forensic team for testing. 264 

 265 

39. Upon arresting Gardner my office also obtained a search warrant to search Gardner’s 266 

room and apartment again. Our search turned up nothing of note. We did not apply for 267 

a warrant to search Armani Lee’s apartment and do not believe Lee had anything to do 268 

with this robbery.  269 

 270 

Report of Dr. Jordan Matthews 271 

 272 

40. Approximately a week after Gardner was arrested, my office received the forensic 273 

report of Dr. Jordan Matthews. That report confirmed that Gardner was in the area at 274 

the time of the robbery, and specifically noted that Gardner was still in the area beyond 275 

when Gardner claims to have left. 276 

 277 

41. Dr. Matthews’ report confirmed my conclusion that Gardner was the mastermind 278 

behind the robbery and was one of the two individuals who robbed the museum. I have 279 

closed this investigation and do not intend to reopen it. Gardner was and remains our 280 

only suspect.  281 

 282 

Police uniform 283 

 284 

42. One possible lead I pursued was to determine where the robbers had obtained 285 

authentic Chesapeake City Police officer uniforms. My research indicated that a local 286 

secondhand shop called Chesapeake Uniform Company occasionally received and sold 287 

old police uniforms.  288 

 289 

43. I went to the store and spoke with the owner. He declined to give me his name and 290 

indicated he did not trust the government and would refuse to corporate unless forced 291 

to do so. After some coaxing, he agreed to review his transaction records, which were 292 

contained in a single book. Each page was carbon copy paper and he hand wrote 293 

receipts for customers. He said that was his regular practice for how he kept records in 294 

his business. 295 

 296 

44. His review of the records turned up only one relevant document: a receipt dated 297 

October 29, 2019, for a Chesapeake City Police officer uniform and a standard police 298 

utility belt. I have attached a copy of that handwritten receipt as Exhibit 6.  299 

 300 

45. The owner was unable to tell me anything about the person who purchased that 301 

uniform and said he does not keep security system tapes for more than a week at a 302 

time. I showed him a photograph of Izzy Gardner and he said it is possible he may have 303 

seen that person before, but he could not be sure.  304 

 305 
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Second robber 306 

46. Both guards reported a second individual who was present at the museum with 307 

Gardner. I asked Hudson and Banerjee about the second individual, and both described 308 

that person as “muscle.” They told me the individual was larger and bulkier than 309 

Gardner and did not speak throughout the robbery. Both believed the individual was 310 

there to assist Gardner and did not seem to play a large role in the robbery itself. 311 

 312 

47. We have no usable leads on the identity of this second individual.  313 

 314 

Stolen Art 315 

 316 

48. The FBI’s Art Crime Team is currently handling the investigation of the stolen paintings 317 

and artifacts. My office has not attempted to recover those items. None of the three 318 

stolen items have been found and the attached report from the FBI’s Art Crime Team 319 

confirms that the items have not appeared on the underground market. I recognize 320 

Exhibit 8 as the report from the Art Crime Team that was provided to me. That report 321 

also confirms that the additional forensic evidence we provided did not yield any 322 

useable information or actionable leads.  323 

 324 

Detective Murphy Barnes  325 

Detective Murphy Barnes   326 
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Barnes Exhibit A 1 

 2 

Statement of Jamie Banerjee 3 

Sunday, January 5, 2020; 5:30 AM 4 

 5 

My name is Jamie Banerjee. I was working at the Walters Art Museum this morning when we 6 

were robbed. My shift was scheduled to run from 8 PM on January 4, 2020 to 5 AM on January, 7 

5, 2020. It was an ordinary shift until around 10:45 PM when I took a break and stepped out 8 

back into the alley between our building and the Engineers Club next door. I was standing 9 

outside scrolling through my phone when I saw a former employee of the Walters Art Museum 10 

named Izzy Gardner carrying trash from the Engineers Club, which led me to believe Izzy now 11 

worked at the Engineers Club. Izzy and I used to be close friends but had lost contact after Izzy 12 

was fired from the Walters in November of 2019. We exchanged brief pleasantries but did not 13 

talk otherwise.  14 

 15 

Around 1:30 AM that morning, the buzzer rang to indicate someone was at the front door. I 16 

looked at the monitor and saw two police officers - or so I thought - standing with full face 17 

masks on. It was freezing outside so that didn’t surprise me. One of them spoke and told us 18 

they got a call about an alarm being tripped, and my co-worker Casey Hudson let them in 19 

without asking me first.   20 

 21 

Once they got inside they tied us up and separated us. I’m pretty sure Casey was moved to a 22 

different room because I heard footsteps moving away and we eventually found Casey in the 23 

hallway outside the Renaissance and Baroque room. The kept me the main lobby area the 24 

entire time and I’m pretty sure one of the individuals stayed in the lobby with me the entire 25 

time because I think I heard them moving around. They made me kneel against a wall and put a 26 

blindfold on me for the entire time I was in the lobby.  27 

 28 

When the two individuals first made it clear that this was a robbery, one of them told us to “be 29 

quiet and don’t do anything dumb and you’ll both be fine.” I realized after a few seconds that I 30 

think the person who spoke was Izzy Gardner. It was the shorter of the two people, the one 31 

who seemed to be in charge - they seemed to be disguising their voice to make it lower but I 32 

think it was Izzy Gardner. I know Izzy’s voice pretty well from all the time we spent together and 33 

I can’t shake the feeling that the voice belonged to Izzy.  34 

 35 

When I had time to sit and kneel, I started to second guess myself. I’m worried I connected the 36 

voice to Izzy because I saw and heard Izzy earlier. The voice didn’t really sound like Izzy but that 37 

might be because the person was trying to disguise their voice. I think that person’s voice 38 

sounded like what Izzy’s voice would sound like if Izzy tried to disguise their voice. I was 39 

definitely scared though and my heart was pounding in my chest. Eventually I heard movement 40 

and heard that same voice again; the person said “we’ve got what I wanted, let’s go.” I heard 41 

the voice again and almost all of my doubt was gone. I really think the voice belonged to Izzy 42 

Gardner. To be clear, I never saw anything to help me identify the person as Izzy. I’m just doing 43 

my best to remember what happened.  44 
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Eventually I heard the two people leave and I think they left out the back door to the alleyway 45 

we share with the Walters. I definitely thought that was strange and it made me more 46 

confident that the voice was Izzy - it would make sense for Izzy to leave out the back door 47 

toward where I saw Izzy earlier that night. I really hope it wasn’t Izzy who did this, but I 48 

remember Izzy telling me last Thanksgiving about some debt problems and that the Walters job 49 

was the only thing keeping Izzy afloat. 50 

 51 

Eventually I was cut loose by Sidney Ross who is another security guard. Sidney helped me find 52 

Casey Hudson who was tied up and blindfolded outside the entrance to the Renaissance and 53 

Baroque room. Sidney called the police and asked what happened. I told Sidney we had been 54 

robbed by a few people. I heard Sidney call the police and say “yes, two people robbed the 55 

Walters Art.” I thought that was odd because I never said how many people there were, but I 56 

figured Sidney was just assuming. That’s when Detective Barnes got here and asked me to write 57 

this statement. As of 5:30 AM on January 5, 2020, this is everything I remember about what 58 

happened during the robbery.  59 

 60 

61 

Jamie Banerjee  62 
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Barnes Exhibit B 1 

2 

Statement of Casey Hudson 3 

Sunday, January 5, 2020; 5:45 AM 4 

5 

My name is Casey Hudson. I was working at the Walters Art Museum this morning when we 6 

were robbed. My shift was scheduled to run from 8 PM on January 4, 2020 to 5 AM on January, 7 

5, 2020.  8 

9 

I was sitting at the front security desk reading a book around 11 PM when Jamie Banerjee came 10 

back from a break and told me Jamie had seen a former Walters employee named Izzy Gardner 11 

out back. Apparently Izzy was working at the Engineers Club now, which didn’t surprise me; Izzy 12 

was fired from the Walters back in November of 2019. It wasn’t a pleasant thing to have to 13 

think about Izzy all of a sudden. I’ll be honest: I can’t stand Izzy Gardner. I didn’t like Izzy from 14 

the moment we met on the job. We used to argue all the time and I was elated when I heard 15 

that Izzy got fired. I wasn’t there to see it but I wish I had been.  16 

17 

The evening of January 4 and 5, 2020 was normal aside from that until 1:30 PM when the front 18 

doorbell buzzed. Our front doorbell is connected to a camera and a speaker. The doorbell 19 

camera does not record but we can see a live picture at the security desk when someone is out 20 

front. I looked at the monitor and saw two people who looked like Chesapeake City Police 21 

Officers. One was taller than the other and both of them had full face masks on, which didn’t 22 

surprise me as it was below freezing that night.  23 

24 

I paused for a moment but figured they were legitimate, so I pressed the button to let them in 25 

the front doors. Jamie and I didn’t say anything to each other before I did that but Jamie didn’t 26 

stop me, so I figured Jamie agreed they should come in. As soon as the doors closed behind 27 

them, I realized my mistake. Both of them tied us up and blindfolded us, and then I was led 28 

from the lobby and down the main hallway. We went into the museum but I got turned around 29 

so initially I wasn’t sure where I was. Whoever was moving me forced me to sit down with my 30 

back against a wall. 31 

32 

I decided it was the time to act - in part because I was pretty sure I could hear someone cutting 33 

something out of a frame. I slowly started pushing myself up using the wall to brace me, trying 34 

to move slowly but efficiently to avoid attention. Unfortunately it didn’t work; someone pushed 35 

me back down, pulled down the very top of my blindfold, and pointed a handgun in my face. At 36 

the time it seemed like a real gun but now I think it might have been fake. The person pulled 37 

the blindfold back up over my face, but it slipped down just a little bit on the left side and I had 38 

a little bit of a view. I realized I was outside the Renaissance and Baroque room, and that the 39 

shorter of the two robbers was using a knife or box cutter to cut Madonna of the Candelabra 40 

from its frame.  41 

42 

The person cutting the painting paused at that point and turned to the side, wiping their face 43 

with their arm. When they did this, their mask slipped just for a moment and I was able to see a 44 
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reflection of part of their face in a mirror on the opposite side of that room. When I saw the 45 

face, I realized right away: I’m almost positive it was Izzy Gardner. It was for less than a second 46 

and it was definitely dark in there, but I know Izzy well and I recognize Izzy’s features. I will 47 

admit I was mostly thinking about that gun and trying to make sure I made it out alive.  48 

 49 

Eventually the person removed Madonna of the Candelabra from the frame and walked out of 50 

eyesight for me. I think I heard footsteps go back toward the lobby, and then it was silent. I 51 

have no idea when the robbers left or even if they had left, so I sat silently and figured someone 52 

would find us eventually. A few hours later another guard named Sidney Ross showed up for 53 

the day and cut me loose. Sidney called the police and Detective Barnes arrived soon after the 54 

first officers got there. As of 5:45 AM on January 5, 2020, this is everything I remember about 55 

what happened during the robbery. 56 

 57 

Casey Hudson 58 

Casey Hudson   59 
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Dr. Jordan Matthews  1 

Witness for the State 2 

Telecommunications Expert 3 

4 

Introduction 5 

6 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Cellular Analysis Reconnaissance Division (CARD) was 7 

requested by the Chesapeake City Police Department to analyze cellular phone records for 667-8 

210-2250 (“target cell phone”). The target cell phone is alleged to be associated with a robbery9 

that occurred on the late evening of January 4, 2020 and into the early hours of the next day,10 

January 5, 2020.11 

12 

Background 13 

14 

I received my B.S. in Telecommunications from the University of Maryland, College Park in 15 

2006. I then received my Ph.D. in Applied Engineering and Mathematics from the University of 16 

Maryland in 2010. I worked as an Assistant Professor of Engineering at Drexel University from 17 

2010 until 2014 when I was hired as the Chair of the Telecommunications and Applied 18 

Engineering Department at Chesapeake State.  19 

20 

In addition to my work with Chesapeake State, I own and operate Matthews Engineering 21 

Consultants, a private consulting firm. I founded the firm in 2015 when I was hired on a 22 

contract basis by the FBI to help found CARD. Since 2015, I have assisted the FBI in developing 23 

their cellular tracking technology. I have testified in court at the federal and state levels on over 24 

25 occasions. In every one of those cases, I have testified on behalf of the government or the 25 

state, and in each case the court has accepted me as an expert witness in cellular tracking and 26 

applied engineering. My consulting firm does not do defense work. I testified 10 times in 2019 27 

but have yet to testify in 2020 due to court closures as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.  28 

29 

I have published one peer-reviewed paper on the science of cellular tracking, titled Bringing 30 

Cellular Tracking into the Modern Courtroom. That paper helped set national standards for in-31 

court testimony by cellular forensic analysts like myself and is routinely cited by experts around 32 

the country when testifying at trial.  33 

34 

Compensation 35 

36 

My firm has an existing contract with the Chesapeake City Police Department to provide 37 

consulting services as needed. We charge $300/hour for our review and an additional 38 

$5,000.00 one-time fee for in-court testimony. I spent approximately 20 hours on this case 39 

conducting my analysis and preparing the report and maps I have provided. In total, my firm 40 

will bill $11,000.00 for my work in this case.  41 

42 

Materials and Scope of Review 43 
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I have reviewed only the following information: Exhibit 2, the zoomed-in map of downtown 44 

Chesapeake City, and Exhibit 9, the cellular data of phone number 667-210-2250, belonging to 45 

an individual named Izzy Gardner. I also utilized a Maps overlay of Chesapeake City to generate 46 

the maps in this report, which can be seen in Exhibit 11a – 11f. (I labeled the map contained in 47 

Exhibit 2 as a box inside of the maps in Exhibit 11.) I requested and received the cellular data 48 

contained in Exhibit 9 from Xfinity Mobile. I can verify that the information contained in Exhibit 49 

9 is true and accurate.  50 

 51 

Methods 52 

 53 

There are a lot of common misconceptions about how cellular tracking works. Frequently I 54 

encounter people who believe we simply identify cell towers and connect the dots, but the 55 

actual science is much more sophisticated and precise.  56 

 57 

I performed an analysis on the call detail records obtained for the target cell phone. The call 58 

detail records, documented in Exhibit 9, show the network interaction to and from the target 59 

cell phone. These records also document the “cell tower” that served the cell phone during the 60 

documented activity. When I combine the call detail records and a list of cell site locations, I am 61 

able to illustrate an approximate location of the target cell phone when that phone initiated 62 

contact with the network.  63 

 64 

These locations can be determined in large part due to a cell tower’s “orientation.” I believe a 65 

common misconception about cellular towers is that they extend in all directions at all times. 66 

This is false. Each cellular tower has three antennas that extend in different directions, covering 67 

an approximate range, or “orientation.” When a cellular phone connects to a tower, it will 68 

connect to the antenna on that tower that is oriented in the direction of that phone. As you will 69 

see from the maps in this report, I have included the range and orientation of the antenna that 70 

was “pinged” by the subject cellular phone. When I combine all of this information, I am able to 71 

use that information to track the subject phone. 72 

 73 

These methods are standard in my field and have been extensively peer reviewed. There is little 74 

to no risk of error when generating cellular maps based on these data as we simply take the 75 

information from the cellular provider and use it to determine which towers were utilized. 76 

There is no interpretation by the analyst and the resulting maps are absolutely reliable.  77 

 78 

While we have all grown used to constant cellular coverage, no one wants to see large cell 79 

towers everywhere. Cellular providers have balanced those concerns by designing cell towers 80 

to look like everyday objects, including windmills, clock towers, silos, flag poles and even 81 

gravestones. This serves a benefit to the consumer as it provides them with consistent cellular 82 

service, but it can also be beneficial to law enforcement. Because there are more cellular 83 

towers for individuals to connect to, we can more precisely narrow down their location based 84 

on the cell tower they connect to at a given time.  85 

 86 

Background Information 87 
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I was deliberately told very little about this case by Chesapeake City Detectives before 88 

beginning my analysis. I was made aware of the following facts to provide basic context for this 89 

review: 90 

91 

1. The potential suspect, Izzy Gardner, is the registered owner of a cellular device with the92 

cellular number 667-210-2250. That device is registered to Xfinity Mobile.93 

2. Izzy Gardner lives at the Monument Homes Apartment Complex, located in the upper-94 

left corner of Exhibit 2.95 

3. Izzy Gardner was employed at the Engineers Club and worked a shift on the evening of96 

January 4, 2020 before allegedly returning to the Monument Homes Apartment97 

Complex later that evening.98 

4. The Engineers Club and the Walters Art Museum are located next to each other and99 

share a rear alleyway.100 

101 

Results 102 

103 

It’s important to understand that we can now track an individual’s cellular phone location 104 

through methods other than phone calls. There is no indication from the records that Izzy 105 

Gardner placed or received any phone calls on the evening of January 4 or morning of January 106 

5, 2020. But the records indicate that Gardner had “location services” enabled on Gardner’s 107 

cellular device, which is a common modern feature that allows your cellular carrier to 108 

constantly track your location. Such information may then be utilized by various third-party 109 

phone applications like Google Maps or Apple Maps.  110 

111 

A review of the records in Exhibit 9 shows that Izzy Gardner’s cellular phone was located in a 112 

range that includes the Monument City Apartment Complex at 4:09 P.M. on January 4, 2020. 113 

You can see that 4:09 connection reflected in Matthews Exhibit 11a. For reference I have also 114 

included a map of all cell towers in the area that night, attached as Matthews Exhibit 11b. 115 

116 

At approximately 4:22 PM, Gardner’s phone pings off cell tower 71Z in the orientation shown in 117 

Matthews Exhibit 11c. This is the first time that Gardner’s location appears to change, and it 118 

reflects that Gardner is likely in motion or is in the process of moving locations. This is shown in 119 

Matthews Exhibit 11c.  120 

121 

The next data point we have is at approximately 4:36 PM when Gardner’s phone pings off 122 

cellular tower 109X. As shown in Matthews Exhibit 11d, that cellular tower’s range includes the 123 

area where the Engineer’s Club and the Walters Art Museum are located. Gardner’s location 124 

remains static for several hours at this point, indicating that Gardner likely remained in the 125 

same location or close to the same location for the rest of the day on January 4, 2020 and into 126 

the morning of January 5, 2020. The last ping at this location for now is listed at 12:38 AM on 127 

January 5, 2020. 128 

129 

Gardner’s phone begins to move again after midnight on January 5, 2020. At approximately 130 

12:50 AM on January 5, 2020, the subject phone pings to the same cellular tower and antenna 131 
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that it was connected to for most of the day on January 4, 2020. This cellular tower and 132 

antenna include the apartment building where Izzy Gardner lives, and can be seen in Matthews 133 

Exhibit 11a. 134 

 135 

The next connection to the subject phone is at 1:13 AM and is a ping to the same tower that the 136 

subject phone connected to for much of the evening of January 4, 2020, which is Tower 109X. 137 

This tower and specifically this antenna range does not include Gardner’s apartment building 138 

and does include both the Walters Art Museum and the Engineer’s Club. There is another ping 139 

to this same tower and antenna at approximately 1:24 AM and 1:32 AM. This tower orientation 140 

can be seen in Matthews Exhibit 11e.  141 

 142 

The next connection to the target phone is at 1:38 AM, to an entirely different tower and 143 

antenna. This tower, indicated on the records and in Matthews Exhibit 11f as cellular tower 144 

16X, shows that the target phone connected to an antenna oriented to include the entirety of 145 

the Walters Art Museum complex but not the alleyway between the Walters Art Museum and 146 

the Engineers Club or the Engineers Club itself. This does not prove that the target phone was 147 

inside of the Walters Art Museum at the time of connection but does prove that the target 148 

phone was not located inside the Engineer’s Club at 1:38 AM. There is another connection to 149 

the same tower and antenna at approximately 1:50 AM. 150 

 151 

The next connection to the target phone is at 2:03 AM. This connection was to tower 71Z in the 152 

same location and orientation shown in Matthews Exhibit 11d. This is the same tower as the 153 

connection that occurred around 4:22 PM on January 4, 2020 that encompass the area 154 

between the Walters Art Museum/Engineer’s Club and the Monument Homes Apartment 155 

Complex. This does not demonstrate the target phone’s exact location but does appear to show 156 

that the target phone was not inside of the Walters Art Museum, the Engineers Club, or the 157 

Monument Homes Apartment Complex at approximately 2:03 AM.  158 

 159 

The next and final significant connection occurs at 2:12 AM. This ping is from cellular tower 46Y 160 

at the same antenna orientation as the previous times, shown in Matthews Exhibit 11c. This 161 

tower range includes the Monument Homes Apartment Complex. The subject phone remained 162 

static in that location for the remainder of the time shown on the records.  163 

 164 

Conclusions 165 

 166 

I am able to conclude to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty the following information: 167 

 168 

1. The target phone was located in a range that includes the Monument Homes Apartment 169 

Complex but not the Engineers Club or the Walters Art Museum from 12:01 AM to 4:16 170 

PM on January 4, 2020. 171 

 172 

2. The target phone was located in a range that includes neither the Monument Homes 173 

Apartments nor the Engineers Club or the Walters Art Museum at 4:22 PM.  174 
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3. The target phone was located in a range that includes the Engineers Club and the 175 

Walters Art Museum from 5:06 PM on January 4, 2020 to 12:38 AM on January 5, 2020. 176 

 177 

4. The target phone was located in a range that includes the Monument Homes Apartment 178 

Complex but not the Engineers Club or the Walters Art Museum at 12:50 AM on January 179 

5, 2020.  180 

 181 

5. The target phone was located in a range that includes the Engineers Club and the 182 

Walters Art Museum from 1:13 AM to 1:32 AM on January 5, 2020. 183 

 184 

6. The target phone was located in a range that includes the Walters Art Museum but not 185 

the Engineers Club or the alleyway between the Engineers Club and the Walters Art 186 

Museum from 1:38 AM to 1:50 AM. 187 

 188 

7. The target phone was located in a range that includes neither the Monument Homes 189 

Apartments nor the Engineers Club or the Walters Art Museum at 2:03 AM on January 5, 190 

2020. 191 

 192 

8. The target phone was located in a range that includes the Monument Homes Apartment 193 

Complex but not the Engineers Club or the Walters Art Museum from 2:12 AM to 11:59 194 

AM on January 5, 2020. 195 

 196 

I believe to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty that the target phone was not located 197 

inside the Engineers Club from 1:38 AM to 1:50 AM on the early morning of January 5, 2020. 198 

That said, I cannot conclude where within the demonstrated range the subject phone was 199 

located. That range does include a portion of the Walters Art Museum but also includes several 200 

other locations.  201 

 202 

While these data points are precise and reliable, there is always some room for error at the 203 

margins. These measurements cannot prove, for example, whether a person is seated on the 204 

left or the right side of a room. They are simply not precise enough to narrow down a device’s 205 

location to within a few feet. The ranges displayed in my report are accurate, but they should 206 

not be used without additional contextual information to pinpoint the location of a particular 207 

device and the individual who possesses that device.  208 

 209 

210 

Jordan Matthews  211 
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Supplemental Report of Dr. Jordan Matthews 1 

 2 

I had the opportunity to review the report prepared by Dr. Kenya Abara in this case and I 3 

disagree completely with Dr. Abara’s conclusions. Here are my supplemental observations after 4 

reviewing Dr. Abara’s report: 5 

 6 

1. Dr. Abara fundamentally misstates how cellular towers handle signals as they reach the 7 

edge of an antenna’s range. When a cellular phone attempts to connect to a tower, it 8 

may be within range of more than one cell tower. While the cellular phone will typically 9 

connect to the closest tower, if that tower is overloaded - say by a large event in close 10 

proximity to that first tower - the cellular phone may find another tower nearby and 11 

connect to that tower even if the second tower is further away from the phone than the 12 

first tower.  13 

 14 

Here’s what that matters in this case. Dr. Abara claims that we cannot rely on the 15 

cellular data because the margin of error allows for some adjustment at the edge of the 16 

antenna’s range. But if the target cellular phone was reaching the edge of a specific 17 

antenna’s range, it is much more likely that the phone would have simply connected to 18 

another tower with a stronger signal, even if that tower was further away. Put another 19 

way, the phone would not have stayed connected to the rapidly weakening signal as the 20 

phone reached the edge of the antenna’s range; instead the phone would have located 21 

a tower further away but with a stronger signal and connected to that tower. That is not 22 

what we see in this case, which suggests that the target cell phone was not on the outer 23 

edge of the antenna’s range when it connected each time on January 4 and 5, 2020.  24 

 25 

2. I do agree with Dr. Abara’s analysis that cell tower ranges can be less precise at the 26 

margins. Margin of error does exist and it can be difficult to calculate, as we are dealing 27 

with large spaces and imperfect technology. It is possible, albeit very unlikely, that Dr. 28 

Abara’s conclusions are correct. That slim possibility does not change my conclusions, 29 

however, as cellular tracking technology is still remarkably accurate. We know the 30 

designed orientation for each of the cellular tower antennas on the night in question, 31 

and we know that the target cellular phone connected to certain antennas at certain 32 

times.  33 

 34 

That evidence is sufficient to support the conclusion that the target cellular phone was 35 

within the designed antenna orientation space at the time of each connection, and Dr. 36 

Abara’s attempt to explain away this reality is simply an attempt to ignore reality. The 37 

target cellular phone was most likely not located in the Engineers Club or the alleyway 38 

between the Engineers Club and the Walters Art Museum at 1:38 AM and 1:50 AM 39 

when it connected to cellular tower 16Y, and nothing in Dr. Abara’s report alters the 40 

confidence of my conclusions.  41 

42 

Jordan Matthews43 
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Affidavit of Izzy Gardner 1 

Witness for the Defense 2 

Defendant 3 

 4 

 After having been duly sworn by oath, Izzy Gardner hereby states as follows: I am over 5 

18 and competent to make this affidavit. I am testifying voluntarily and was not subpoenaed or 6 

compelled to testify.  7 

 8 

 My name is Izzy Gardner. I’m 19 years old. I was born into a small fishing community on 9 

Smith Island, in eastern Maryland. My dad left on a boat when I was five and never came back, 10 

so it was just my mom and I at home. Things weren’t always easy, but we got by. I started 11 

working at the docks when I was 14, just to help my mom pay for things. I would pick crabs, 12 

bring in the lines, and help the local fishermen carry the day’s catch up to the shops. It wasn’t 13 

always the most interesting place to live, but I’ll always love Smith Island as my home. 14 

 15 

When I turned 16, I won a scholarship to come to Chesapeake City and complete high 16 

school in an independent study program. I’ve always loved art, and I had been researching art 17 

history in Maryland. That’s how I got connected to the Walters Art Museum in the first place. I 18 

did my last two years of high school at Chesapeake City Tech and worked part-time at the 19 

Walters for class credit. It really was a great two years. I moved to Chesapeake City in July of 20 

2017 and did my junior and senior year at Tech. I started working at the Walters in January of 21 

2018 and worked there until December of 2019.  22 

 23 

The Walters had some amazing paintings and artifacts that I was so excited to see in 24 

person. Yes, it’s true that I was specifically intrigued by the “Rubens Vase” which was housed at 25 

the Walters until the robbery. I read that it had been stolen a bunch of times, including in 26 

France a long time ago, and once even by pirates! I couldn’t believe how amazing of a history it 27 

had, and I was so excited to come to Chesapeake City and see it firsthand. The Walters has so 28 

many beautiful exhibits and I would spend hours there when I first moved to Chesapeake City, 29 

just wandering the halls and imagining the history behind these paintings and artifacts.  30 

 31 

Unfortunately, things got a lot harder after I finished my high school independent study 32 

program in June of 2019. I decided to stay in Chesapeake City, but I ran out of money pretty 33 

quickly and was desperate for cash. The shifts at the Walters just weren’t cutting it. In 34 

November of 2019, I was caught stealing merchandise from Target. I pleaded guilty to 35 

misdemeanor theft under $1,500, received a conviction on my record, and had to pay a fine of 36 

$500. It was a mistake and I regret making that decision. I was just desperate.  37 

 38 

I didn’t tell anyone at the Walters about the theft conviction, and I managed to keep it a 39 

secret until November of 2019. One of the security guards, Sidney Ross, found out about it 40 

somehow and asked me about it one day while we were working together. I was furious and 41 

told Ross to never mention it to anyone, and she told me she had to tell our boss. I lost my cool 42 

and said something to Ross about how she didn’t want to make me her enemy, and things got 43 

pretty ugly from there. My boss heard us fighting and came over to break it up, but Ross told 44 
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our boss about my conviction. My boss told me that I couldn’t be trusted, and that if I would try 45 

to steal from a store, I might try to steal from the museum - and then they fired me. That was 46 

ridiculous and I would never steal from a place as amazing as the Walters. But I was told to 47 

clean out my locker and I got my last paycheck in the mail a week later. I was pretty much broke 48 

at that point, and I really didn’t know how much longer I would be able to stay in Chesapeake. 49 

50 

In December of 2019, I lucked out - that’s when I met Armani Lee. Armani was a student 51 

at one of the two law schools in Chesapeake City; I can never remember which one, but I’m 52 

pretty sure they’re basically the same anyways. Armani had a spare room and they let me rent 53 

the room for a really cheap price. That was good, because I had basically no money. I had just 54 

gotten a job working part-time for the Engineers Club right near the Walters, serving food and 55 

drinks for snooty lawyer types, but that barely paid enough for me to pay rent and eat.  56 

57 

When I first moved in, Armani was looking for a way to make extra money as well, so I 58 

helped Armani get a job at the Engineer’s Club. We worked work shifts together a few times a 59 

month and it helped us both keep the lights on.  60 

61 

On the night of Saturday, January 4th, 2020, I was working an event at the Engineer’s 62 

Club with Armani. The event was scheduled to run from 5 - 11 PM. Every employee is required 63 

to sign in when we arrive and sign out when we leave. Our boss, Mr. Lambert, is really strict and 64 

makes sure everyone signs in and out. Armani and I were on closing duty which meant that we 65 

would stay after the event was over to clean up. I agree that Exhibit 4 (the sign-in sheet) is the 66 

sheet from the night of January 4, 2020, and it appears to be exactly how the sheet looked 67 

when I signed out that night.  68 

69 

It was about a 15-minute walk from Armani’s apartment to the Engineers Club. Armani 70 

had a two-bedroom place at the Monument Homes Apartment Complex. I’ve looked at Exhibit 71 

3 and agree with all of the information in that exhibit. I left the apartment building around 4:15 72 

and got there right at 4:30, which was the time I was supposed to arrive. Armani was opening 73 

that day so they had left about 30 minutes earlier.  74 

75 

The event was nothing special, just a reception for a local politician. The only interesting 76 

part of the night happened around 10:30 PM. I was taking a trash bag out to the dumpster that 77 

sits in the alleyway between the Engineers Club and the Walters when I saw one of the security 78 

guards, Jamie Banerjee, standing by the back exit to the Walters. Jamie was scrolling on Jamie’s 79 

phone and barely even acknowledged me; I tried to be friendly but it didn’t really seem like 80 

Jamie wanted to talk. That was too bad because Jamie and I used to be close, but I had to get 81 

back inside to keep working so I didn’t dwell on it.  82 

83 

Everything had pretty much wrapped up around 11 PM and all of the other employees 84 

left around then. Armani and I stayed to close up. We counted and logged all of the cash 85 

payments, took out the trash, wiped down the tables, and left around 12:35 AM. I do 86 

remember that we talked most of the way home. Armani had been having relationship 87 

difficulties so we talked through a few issues and I gave Armani some advice.  88 
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We made it back to our apartment building at 12:52 AM; I remember that exact time 89 

because I realized when we got back that I didn’t have my wallet. I checked my phone and saw 90 

it was 12:52 AM. I was pretty sure I left it somewhere at the Engineers Club so I decided to walk 91 

back and try to find it. Armani was concerned but I told Armani I’d be fine and left to walk back 92 

to the Engineers Club. I don’t remember exactly what time I got back there but I think it was 93 

around 1:10 AM. I used my key to let myself back in and started to search.  94 

 95 

It took me a while to find my wallet. I looked all over the place but eventually I found it 96 

in the back alley that we share with the Walters. I had to toss some heavy trash bags in the 97 

dumpster that night and I think it must have fallen out when I was doing that. I checked my 98 

phone and it was 1:46 AM when I found my wallet, and I locked up the club and left just a few 99 

minutes later. There aren’t any security cameras or alarm systems at the club that could verify 100 

those times; it’s an older building and I guess no one ever bothered to update the security.  101 

 102 

I made it home around 2:00 AM. Armani was asleep when I got in and I went right to 103 

bed. I slept in and woke up around 10:00 AM on the morning of January 6th. Nothing was 104 

unusual that morning and I followed my normal schedule until I was approached by the police 105 

on Monday, January 7, 2020.  106 

 107 

I was sitting in my apartment eating breakfast on the morning of the 7th when I heard a 108 

knock at the door. I opened the door and was greeted by an individual who introduced 109 

themselves as Detective Murphy Barnes of the Chesapeake City Police Department. Detective 110 

Barnes asked to come in and ask me some questions. Armani had already left so I said yes. I had 111 

no idea what Barnes wanted to talk about but I wanted to be helpful. 112 

 113 

Detective Barnes sat down and slid a few photos across the table. It took me a few 114 

seconds before I recognized the first one: it was the pedestal where the Rubens Vase usually sat 115 

- but it was empty! Detective Barnes explained that the other two photos were of empty frames 116 

that used to hold Madonna of the Candelabra by Raphael and Springtime by Claude Monet. I 117 

didn’t understand what happened until the Detective told me: someone had robbed the 118 

Walters on the night of the 4th and 5th, and they had stolen those three items.  119 

 120 

I was stunned by the news - but I couldn’t believe what Barnes said next. Detective 121 

Barnes leaned back in the chair, looked me in the eyes, and said “I know it was you.” I was so 122 

shocked I couldn’t speak. Barnes paused for another moment and then said “Both guards IDed 123 

you, and we tracked your cell phone that night. We know you were there and we know you 124 

robbed the museum. This will go a lot easier if you cooperate.”  125 

 126 

I couldn’t believe what I was hearing. Barnes asked to look around the apartment and I 127 

said yes, because I had nothing to hide. Barnes searched my room and the main areas, but I 128 

didn’t allow entry into Armani’s room. That wasn’t my space and I didn’t have the right to grant 129 

permission to search in there. Of course Barnes found nothing because there was nothing to 130 

find. Barnes told me at one point that the robbers used a gun and that’s just another reason 131 
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why this couldn’t have been me. I hate guns and have never even held one. Barnes left and said 132 

they would be in touch soon. 133 

134 

Two days later on Wednesday, January 9, 2020, I was walking to work at the Engineer’s 135 

Club when two Chesapeake City police vehicles pulled up next to me. Detective Barnes and two 136 

other officers got out and stopped me, and informed me I was under arrest for robbing the 137 

Walters. I told them they had the wrong person and they could search as much as they wanted, 138 

but they would never find proof that I had anything to do with the robbery. Then I asked for my 139 

attorney and told them to stop asking me questions.  140 

141 

I know that the police have pulled my bank statements for the days around when the 142 

museum was robbed. There’s a few cash deposits on there from working shifts at the Engineers 143 

Club, and there’s a Venmo payment to Armani Lee for $600.00 - that’s my monthly rent 144 

payment to Armani. But I’m pretty sure what they’re really concerned about is the $7,800.00 145 

deposit I made on January 7th.  146 

147 

I know that deposit doesn’t look good, but it doesn’t have anything to do with the 148 

robbery. As you can see from those records, I was making good money working at the 149 

Engineers Club but I still didn’t have a lot of money to spare. My dad has an older brother, my 150 

Uncle Andy, who does well with various odd jobs but moves around a lot. He sends me gifts 151 

from time to time, and he gave me $8,000.00 in cash for Christmas. I used about $200.00 of it 152 

on expenses and just hadn’t gotten around to depositing the rest until January 7th. He enclosed 153 

a short note when he sent the money but I didn’t save it or the envelope, and I don’t know his 154 

phone number or where he is right now.  155 

156 

Think about it - how could that money possibly be from the robbery? Those paintings 157 

were worth way more than $7,800.00, and even if I did steal them - which I didn’t - there’s no 158 

way I could have turned around and sold them that quickly. And I definitely wouldn’t have sold 159 

them for a fraction of what they were worth. That money came from Uncle Andy and that’s the 160 

truth.  161 

162 

Of course I didn’t break into the Walters on the night of January 4th and 5th. It’s a 163 

ridiculous claim and the police are just desperate because they can’t solve this case. They can’t 164 

find the artwork and they have no idea who did it, so they’re trying to pin it on me. I already 165 

explained why my cell phone was in the area that night - I went back to find my wallet - and I 166 

barely know either of those security guards. Yes, I spent Thanksgiving in 2019 with Jamie 167 

Banerjee, but we weren’t close. I needed somewhere to go and Jamie offered.  168 

169 

I would never take part in anything like what I’m being accused of doing in this case. I 170 

definitely wouldn’t know the first thing about how to sell stolen art, even if I had some - which 171 

to be clear, I don’t.  172 

173 

I swear or affirm the truthfulness of everything stated in this affidavit. Before giving this 174 

statement, I was told I should include everything I know that could possibly be relevant to my 175 
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testimony, and I followed those instructions. I know that I must update this affidavit if anything 176 

new occurs to me until the moment before opening statements begin in this case. 177 

178 

Izzy Gardner 179 

Izzy Gardner 180 
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Affidavit of Armani Lee 1 

Witness for the Defense 2 

Defendant’s Co-Worker/Friend 3 

4 

After having been duly sworn by oath, Armani Lee hereby states as follows: I am over 18 5 

and competent to make this affidavit. I am testifying voluntarily and was not subpoenaed or 6 

compelled to testify.  7 

8 

My name is Armani Lee. I’m 23 years old. I’m testifying here today because I know that 9 

Izzy Gardner didn’t rob the Walters Art Museum. Izzy was with me that night and only walked 10 

back to find Izzy’s wallet. I know Izzy is telling the truth and it’s absurd that Izzy is being accused 11 

of stealing from the Walters. I hope I can do everything possible to clear Izzy’s name. 12 

13 

I met Izzy Gardner in December of 2019. Izzy had recently been fired from the Walters 14 

and had started working at the Engineers Club as a server and bartender. I went to an event at 15 

the club that was hosted by my law school, the University of Chesapeake Francis Scott Key 16 

School of Law. Izzy was working the bar that night and we hit it off right away. Izzy just has this 17 

easy to like personality and within minutes we were chatting away about European philosophy 18 

and old baseball cards.  19 

20 

It turned out that I actually had a spare room in my apartment to rent. My roommate 21 

had recently moved out to transfer to a law school in Washington D.C. and I needed a tenant as 22 

quickly as possible. Izzy said that money was really short but that the Engineers Club was 23 

starting to give them more shifts, so affording the rent wouldn’t be an issue. It might not have 24 

been the wisest decision I ever made, but I invited Izzy to move in. Izzy took me up on it right 25 

away and moved in the following week, around the second week in December. We agreed on a 26 

monthly rent of $600.00 starting in January of 2020.  27 

28 

I actually had been having some financial difficulties myself so I asked to see if I could 29 

work a few shifts at the Engineers Club. Izzy agreed right away and I started working there 30 

around Christmas in 2019, doing a lot of the same things that Izzy did. It wasn’t the most fun 31 

job I’ve ever had, but it helped me afford textbooks and a few new shirts. I was grateful to Izzy 32 

for helping me out and I’d definitely say I owe Izzy a favor for that.  33 

34 

Unfortunately when January came around, Izzy didn’t pay the rent. Izzy told me they 35 

had to pay off some bills and would get me the rent money as quickly as possible once Izzy 36 

picked up some extra shifts at the club. Izzy told me on January 3rd “don’t worry, I’ve got a plan 37 

to make sure I have plenty of money to pay the rent for the rest of the year.” I wasn’t worried 38 

about the rest of the year - I just needed to get through January - but I was glad to hear that 39 

Izzy was taking responsibility and would make sure I got the money I needed. Izzy did eventually 40 

send me the rent on January 7th.  41 

42 

Izzy and I were scheduled to work together on the evening of January 4, 2020. It was a 43 

pretty normal assignment; some event was happening at the club and we would be there to 44 
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serve food and bartend. It’s about a 15-minute walk from the Monument Homes Apartment 45 

Complex where we lived to the Engineers Club, and I had the opening shift that night so I had to 46 

be there by 4:00 PM. I left around 3:45 PM and got to the Engineers Club right at 4:00 PM. I 47 

remember Izzy got there about a half hour after me.  48 

49 

Izzy was acting completely normal that night. I think that’s part of why these accusations 50 

seem so ridiculous. I know I had only met Izzy a few weeks earlier, but we had gotten close very 51 

quickly and I could tell when Izzy was feeling off. Izzy was totally fine that day; they were 52 

laughing and joking like normal. It never seemed like they were planning something or acting 53 

strangely at all. If Izzy was spending the entire night thinking about a plan to rob the Walters, I 54 

think I would have noticed.  55 

56 

Izzy and I worked the event and then closed up, and I think we left the club a few 57 

minutes after 12:30 AM on January 5th, 2020. I had gotten into a fight with my partner earlier 58 

that day and I was frustrated by how it went, so I remember Izzy and I talked about that on the 59 

way back. We got back to the apartment about 20 minutes later; I think we walked slower than 60 

normal since we were talking so much.  61 

62 

I remember that when we got back to the apartment, we were about to walk inside 63 

when Izzy stopped and said “oh shoot, I forgot my wallet back at the club.” I thought that Izzy 64 

sounded a little bit strange when Izzy said that, like it was a line Izzy had rehearsed, but it was 65 

late and we were both tired so I brushed it off. I did tell Izzy that it was too late for Izzy to walk 66 

back alone, but Izzy really didn’t want to lose their wallet. Izzy left to walk back a few minutes 67 

before 1:00 AM. I went inside and went right to bed, but I left the door to my room open so I 68 

could hear when Izzy came back.  69 

70 

I don’t remember exactly what time Izzy came back. I think it was between 2:00 and 71 

3:00 AM, but I’m not sure what time it was within that hour. I remember hearing Izzy come in 72 

and go into their room. I heard a “thump” noise on Izzy’s desk like they were setting down 73 

something heavy, and then I fell back asleep.  74 

75 

The next morning I woke up and made breakfast. Izzy slept in for a while and everything 76 

seemed normal that day. I left the house that morning and was gone for most of the day with a 77 

friend from out of town. I don’t know what Izzy was doing while I was gone but again 78 

everything seemed totally normal. I got back later that evening and went to sleep, and nothing 79 

seemed out of the ordinary until Izzy was arrested. I didn’t even know the police had come to 80 

the apartment and talked to Izzy. Apparently they didn’t go into my room which I was glad to 81 

hear, but I was shocked to hear they had searched the rest of the house.  82 

83 

I was completely shocked when I found out a few days later that Izzy had been arrested 84 

for robbing the Walters! I don’t see how it could have possibly been Izzy when Izzy was with me 85 

for basically the entire evening. Yes, I know that Izzy left and went back to that area around the 86 

time the Walters was robbed. But come on - Izzy is my roommate and my friend. Do you really 87 

think I wouldn’t have noticed anything if Izzy had planned and executed an art heist? Izzy was 88 
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acting completely normal the entire time and never gave even the slightest hint that Izzy was 89 

up to something nefarious. There’s also no way the paintings were hidden in our apartment; it’s 90 

not very big and there’s nowhere to hide anything large or bulky. I’ve also never seen Izzy hold 91 

a gun or even reference knowing how to use a gun. I consider Izzy to be a peaceful and gentle 92 

person and I do not believe Izzy has any experience with guns.  93 

 94 

I found out recently that Izzy made a large cash deposit a few days after the museum 95 

was robbed. I do remember Izzy receiving a thick envelope in the mail a few days before 96 

Christmas in 2019, and I remember Izzy seemed to be excited about what was inside. I also 97 

remember Izzy told me Izzy wouldn’t have any trouble paying me the rent from then on. But I 98 

don’t remember ever seeing if the envelope had cash inside, and I can’t remember Izzy ever 99 

mentioning an Uncle Andy. Izzy doesn’t talk about Izzy’s family much though, so it’s possible 100 

Izzy has an Uncle Andy that Izzy just never mentioned to me. I can also confirm that the Venmo 101 

payment for $600 on those records is to me for Izzy’s rent payment. I am familiar with Izzy’s 102 

bank records because they were shown to me by Izzy’s attorney before I wrote this affidavit.  103 

 104 

 I swear or affirm the truthfulness of everything stated in this affidavit. Before giving this 105 

statement, I was told I should include everything I know that could possibly be relevant to my 106 

testimony, and I followed those instructions. I know that I must update this affidavit if anything 107 

new occurs to me until the moment before opening statements begin in this case.  108 

 109 

110 

Armani Lee  111 
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Dr. Kenya Abara 1 

Witness for the Defense 2 

Telecommunications Expert  3 

 4 

Introduction 5 

 6 

I was hired by defense counsel to evaluate the report of Dr. Jordan Matthews and perform a 7 

comparative analysis on Dr. Matthews’ conclusions. A comparative analysis is a standard review 8 

in my field and is used routinely by telecommunications experts like myself. I have performed 9 

approximately 350 competitive analyses since starting my private consulting business.  10 

 11 

In this case as noted by Dr. Matthews, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Cellular Analysis 12 

Reconnaissance Division (CARD) was requested by the Chesapeake City Police Department to 13 

analyze cellular phone records for 667-210-2250 (“target cell phone”). The target cell phone is 14 

alleged to be associated with a robbery that occurred on the late evening of January 4, 2020 15 

and into the early hours of the next day, January 5, 2020.  16 

 17 

Background 18 

 19 

I attended Towson University and graduated with a B.S. in Telecommunications in 2008. I then 20 

went on to study at the University of Maryland and received my Ph.D. in Engineering in 2012. I 21 

worked as an Associate Professor of Mathematics at Frostburg State University from 2012 to 22 

2014. In 2014, I left academia and founded my consulting business, Forensic Engineering 23 

Associates (FEA). I’ve been the senior partner of my consulting firm since 2014. We employ 24 

three other full-time engineers who work with me to provide consulting services to private 25 

clients.  26 

 27 

My firm has never been hired by the State of Maryland and we cater exclusively to defendants 28 

and civil litigants. We specialize in performing comparative analyses of reviews and reports 29 

done by other parties such as Dr. Matthews and their consulting firm; those third-party reviews 30 

make up approximately 75% of our current business. Approximately 25% of our business comes 31 

in the form of new analyses of forensic data, including cellular data, internet service data, and 32 

other location-based services. I personally have testified in approximately 15 trials as an expert 33 

witness and have always been accepted as an expert by the court. I have not published any 34 

peer-reviewed works but my first paper, A Second Set of Eyes: Why Forensic Data Needs a 35 

Comparative Analysis on Every Case is scheduled to be published in June of 2021.  36 

 37 

Compensation 38 

 39 

My firm bills approximately $600/hour for our review services, and I have a $8,000.00 one-time 40 

fee for in-court testimony. I spent approximately 37 hours reviewing the records and data in 41 

this case and writing my report. In total, my firm will bill $30,200.00 for my work in this case.  42 

 43 

Materials and Scope of Review  44 
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I have reviewed only the following information: the report written by Dr. Jordan Matthews, 45 

Exhibit 9, the cellular data of phone number 667-210-2250 belonging to an individual named 46 

Izzy Gardner. I also utilized a Maps overlay of Chesapeake City and have included those maps in 47 

this report. I requested and received the cellular data contained in Exhibit 9 from Xfinity 48 

Mobile. I can verify that the information contained in Exhibit 9 is true and accurate. Counsel for 49 

Izzy Gardner also provided me with an affidavit prepared by Izzy Gardner and I reviewed that 50 

affidavit for this case. 51 

 52 

Conclusions  53 

 54 

I reached three significant conclusions in this case regarding Dr. Matthews’ report and the 55 

underlying forensic data. First, I believe that the account of events given by Izzy Gardner is 56 

entirely consistent with the forensic evidence in this case - and that the evidence cited by Dr. 57 

Matthews cannot disprove Izzy Gardner’s account of the evening of January 4, 2020 and the 58 

early morning of January 5, 2020. Second, I disagree with Dr. Matthews about the level of 59 

precision this technology can provide, and I believe the potentially incriminating location pings 60 

are within the likely margin of error for cellular location technology. Third, my drive test 61 

analysis concluded that it is possible Izzy Gardner’s phone connected from the alleyway and not 62 

the Walters Art Museum.  63 

 64 

1. The account of events given by Izzy Gardner is consistent with the forensic evidence in 65 

this case.  66 

 67 

I reviewed the affidavit of Izzy Gardner which was provided to me by their attorneys for my 68 

review. I analyzed each step of Gardner’s alleged whereabouts that evening and determined 69 

each instance to be consistent with what Gardner claims Gardner was doing that night.  70 

 71 

 Gardner first reports leaving Gardner’s home at the Monument Homes Apartment 72 

Complex around 4:20 PM on January 4, 2020. This is corroborated by the final 73 

connection at 4:16 PM encompassing that apartment complex, and by the connection at 74 

4:22 PM showing that Gardner is in motion from home to the Engineers Club. That is 75 

further corroborated by the next connection at 5:06 PM placing Gardner within range of 76 

the Engineers Club, which was Gardner’s place of employment.  77 

 78 

 For the next several hours, Gardner’s location is static according to the cellular tracking 79 

technology, which is consistent with Gardner’s account that Gardner worked a shift that 80 

evening at the Engineers Club.  81 

 82 

 The data then shows Gardner’s cellular phone connecting to a tower that encompasses 83 

Gardner’s apartment complex at approximately 12:50 AM on Sunday, January 5, 2020. 84 

This is consistent with Gardner’s description of the evening. In Gardner’s affidavit, 85 

Gardner reports leaving the Engineers Club around 12:35 AM and arriving back at their 86 

apartment building around 12:52 AM. While Gardner’s phone did not connect to a 87 

cellular tower during that walk home (which makes sense as Gardner describes talking 88 
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with Gardner’s roommate and not using Gardner’s cell phone during the walk) the 12:50 89 

AM connection to Tower 46Y remains consistent with Gardner’s account of events. 90 

 91 

 Gardner next reports realizing Gardner left Gardner’s wallet back at the Engineers Club 92 

and returning to that location to find it. Gardner’s phone connected to Tower 109X 93 

which is the same tower that Gardner was connected to for much of the previous 94 

evening. That tower covers the area that includes the Walters Art Museum and the 95 

Engineers Club. Additional connections at this location at 1:24 AM and 1:32 AM also 96 

match Gardner’s account that Gardner spent some time searching for the wallet before 97 

locating it in a back alley and leaving around 1:46 AM.  98 

 99 

 The next connections occurred at 1:38 AM and 1:50 AM to an entirely different tower 100 

and antenna, Tower 16Y. As you can see from the map in Dr. Matthews’ report, the data 101 

from Xfinity shows that this tower’s orientation that evening encompassed the entirety 102 

of the Walters Art Museum and buildings to the south, but not any portion of the 103 

Engineers Club or (most notably) the alleyway between the Engineers Club and the 104 

Walters Art Museum where Gardner claims to have been at that time. Dr. Matthews 105 

cites this as an example of evidence that proves Gardner must have entered the 106 

museum that evening, but I strongly disagree with that conclusion. I will address this in 107 

more detail below in my second conclusion.  108 

 109 

 The next connection occurs at 2:03 AM and shows a connection from Gardner’s phone 110 

to Tower 71Z, which encompasses the area between the Walters Art 111 

Museum/Engineer’s Club and the Monument Homes Apartment Complex. This indicates 112 

that Gardner was likely in transit from the Engineers Club to Gardner’s home at this 113 

time, which matches with Gardner’s recollection of returning home around 2:00 AM 114 

that night. This is confirmed by the final significant connection that evening, which 115 

occurred at 2:12 AM to Tower 46Y. This tower includes the Monument Homes 116 

Apartment Complex, and Gardner’s cellular location then remains static for the rest of 117 

the night.  118 

 119 

When evaluating this location data, it’s crucial to understand that data like this does not 120 

provide us with detail about what an individual was doing within a specific location. When 121 

Gardner’s phone connected to Tower 109X, for example, which includes both the Engineers 122 

Club and the Walters Art Museum, we cannot use this information to determine more precisely 123 

where Gardner was at that specific time. We cannot discern what Gardner was doing or 124 

whether Gardner was moving or stationary at specific times. All we know is that Gardner’s 125 

cellular phone connected to location services at specific times on the evening in question. 126 

 127 

The other limitation about this data pertains to the cellular phone itself. While this shorthand is 128 

frequently used, it is not accurate to claim that this information provides us with Gardner’s 129 

location. We can use this information to determine the location of Gardner’s cellular phone. 130 

This is a key difference, as individuals can of course move around without carrying Gardner’s 131 

cellular phones with them. For example, while I can say with absolute scientific certainty that 132 
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Gardner’s phone did not move beyond the range of Tower 46Y after being located there at 2:12 133 

AM on January 5, 2020, I cannot say whether Gardner left that area during that same time 134 

frame.  135 

 136 

2. Each of the potentially incriminating pieces of location data can be explained by the 137 

margin of error present when using cellular tracking technology.  138 

 139 

This is the crucial aspect of cellular tracking technology that Dr. Matthews does not consider. 140 

The easiest way to explain the problem with Dr. Matthews’ conclusions is to explain briefly how 141 

cellular tracking technology works and then explain the concept of margins of error at the 142 

edges. 143 

 144 

Cellular Tracking Technology 145 

 146 

A standard cellular tower has three antennas, each pointing in different directions. Those 147 

antennas are manufactured to cover 120° of a certain area, with the goal of providing 360° 148 

coverage to the area surrounding the cellular tower. Signal strength tends to weaken as a 149 

cellular phone moves further away from a tower, and at a certain point when a phone is far 150 

enough away, it may connect to a different tower that has a stronger signal and is closer to the 151 

phone’s location.  152 

 153 

If you look at the diagram in Abara Exhibit 12a, you’ll see that I’ve shown how this works in 154 

theory. This just shows a standard cellular tower. The tower has three antennas, which I have 155 

labeled X, Y and Z. Each of these antennas faces in a different direction, which creates the 156 

antenna range or orientation. Each antenna covers 120° and provides full coverage to a cellular 157 

phone near the tower. 158 

 159 

Because these antennas are designed to each cover a certain portion of a tower’s range, we can 160 

determine the location of a cellular phone with a moderate degree of specificity by checking 161 

the raw cellular data against the data showing the orientation of a given antenna when the 162 

cellular phone connected to that antenna. Put simply, if you’re within the range of a specific 163 

antenna and your phone connects to that antenna, we can use that data to give a range of 164 

places where your phone could have been. 165 

 166 

If you look at Abara Exhibit 12b, you’ll see a simple example. I’ve labeled this tower as Tower 1. 167 

The cellular phone in the lower left is attempting to connect to the nearest or strongest cellular 168 

signal. In this diagram, Tower 1 is the nearest tower with the strongest signal. Because the 169 

cellular phone is within range of antenna X, it will connect to Tower 1, Antenna X. 170 

Telecommunications experts like myself (or Dr. Matthews) can then use that data to conclude 171 

to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty that the cellular phone in question was within the 172 

range of antenna Z on our cell tower at the moment it connected to that cell tower.  173 

 174 

Margin of Error at the Boundaries 175 
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Dr. Matthews commits a crucial error in Dr. Matthews’ analysis in this case: Dr. Matthews tries 176 

to do too much with what we have. Cellular tracking technology is an amazing tool that can 177 

assist law enforcement in certain cases, but it is not infallible. Dr. Matthews fails to consider the 178 

possibility that the margin of error at the antenna boundaries could cause Gardner’s phone to 179 

appear as if it was located inside the Walters Art Museum when it was in fact in the alleyway 180 

near the museum - a location where Gardner claims to have been on the night in question.  181 

182 

The diagram I referenced - Abara Exhibit 12a - shows the most basic design for cellular towers 183 

and antenna positioning. But the reality is that antennas are manufactured to allow for a 184 

degree of overlap at the borders. The logic behind this is simple: if antennas could not overlap 185 

at the boundaries, cellular providers would run the risk of “dead zones” at the edge of each 186 

antenna’s range. Allowing the antennas to overlap to some small degree helps ensure a 187 

consistent and strong signal for individuals using cellular service.  188 

189 

The challenge with attempting to use cellular location data to pinpoint a phone’s location is 190 

magnified when trying to determine location at the edge of an antenna’s programmed range. 191 

Every cellular coverage area is unique - it may contain high hills, low valleys, large tall buildings, 192 

or heavily populated areas like apartment buildings or concert venues. Standard cellular towers 193 

like the ones used in this case are programmed to adapt to their conditions and widen their 194 

range to account for potential signal loss at the margins. This algorithm is designed to change 195 

from moment to moment, and it is nearly impossible to replicate the specific conditions and 196 

determine the potential reach of a cellular tower at the edge of an antenna’s programmed 197 

range. 198 

199 

Here is why that matters in this case: 200 

201 

I took particular notice of Matthews Exhibit 11f which shows the connections from Gardner’s 202 

cellular phone at 1:38 AM and 1:50 AM to Tower 16X. That tower’s range is shown to include 203 

the entirety of the Walters Art Museum but not the Engineers Club or the alleyway between 204 

the Engineers Club and the Walters, which is where Gardner claims Gardner was located at that 205 

time. On the surface, this seems damning: it appears to show that Gardner could not have been 206 

located where Gardner claims to have been, and it also appears to place Gardner inside the 207 

museum that was being robbed at that precise moment.  208 

209 

The problem with Dr. Matthews’ analysis is that even a small overlap adjustment could produce 210 

a margin of error at the boundary between 16X and 16Y. While it appears from Dr. Matthews’ 211 

diagram that it is impossible for Gardner to be in the alleyway between the Walters and the 212 

Engineers Club while connected to Tower 16X, this is simply false. If antenna X on Tower 16 was 213 

overlapping with antenna Y on tower 16 on the night of January 4 - 5, 2020, it could have 214 

extended its range beyond the 120° it is programmed to cover. While I cannot say with 215 

scientific certainty how much that overlap was on the night in question, neither can Dr. 216 

Matthews - and that’s the primary issue with Dr. Matthews’ work. I can conclude to a 217 

reasonable degree of scientific certainty that it is possible Gardner’s phone connected to Tower 218 

16X from the alleyway between the Walters and the Engineers Club.  219 
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Part of the challenge with this type of analysis is that cell tower ranges are imprecise at the 220 

boundaries - because they are designed to be that way. We can’t look at records and determine 221 

an exact percentage of coverage each antenna was providing at a particular moment. The 222 

antenna orientation data allows us to determine the designed range for that antenna when in 223 

use, but the designed overlap at the margins muddies the water significantly. Again, this is an 224 

intentional design to prevent dead zones at the edges of a particular antenna range, especially 225 

in large cities. But given that the map shows the edge of the range for tower 16X to be close to 226 

the area where Gardner claims to be, I do not believe the information in Dr. Matthews’ report 227 

can be used to prove Gardner entered the Walters Art Museum. This is precisely the core of my 228 

criticism of Dr. Matthews’ conclusions: they are attempting to split hairs and use this 229 

technology to provide a level of specificity that it simply cannot provide. 230 

231 

3. My drive test analysis concluded that it is possible Izzy Gardner’s phone connected from232 

the alleyway and not the Walters Art Museum.233 

234 

After completing my analysis of the records in this case, I decided to complete what is known as 235 

a “drive test analysis.” This is simply an attempt to recreate the conditions of the original 236 

connection to determine what is possible under similar conditions. When conducting a drive 237 

test analysis, I choose a date, time, weather condition, and cellular make and model that are as 238 

close as possible to the conditions on the date in question and then drive (or walk) to the 239 

location to determine what connections I am able to achieve. 240 

241 

Drive test analyses are somewhat controversial in my field. They are routinely used by cellular 242 

companies to test for dead signal zones and avoid dropped calls, but have only recently begun 243 

being accepted in criminal investigations. That said, many experts in my field, including myself, 244 

believe that drive tests should be given more widespread recognition. While it is true that 245 

external conditions can impact signal strength and the degree to which antennas may overlap 246 

on a given day, those factors play a minor role in determining signal strength compared to the 247 

orientation of the antennas themselves. Put another way, things like weather, terrain, and 248 

obstacles can be factors, but they do not render a drive test useless. A drive test can provide 249 

crucial information about whether a certain type of connection is possible under similar 250 

conditions, which can help determine whether it was possible at the moment in question. 251 

252 

Drive Test Analysis and Results 253 

254 

I drove to the alleyway between the Walters Art Museum and the Engineers Club on Sunday, 255 

March 8, 2020. It was approximately 50°F that day which is about 20° warmer than the night in 256 

question. This is a small and largely insignificant difference, as temperature typically impacts 257 

cellular signal only in extreme heat or extreme cold. I brought a sample phone with me which 258 

was an empty iPhone X with an Xfinity sim card, both of which are identical to Izzy Gardner’s 259 

phone. Before going to the location I confirmed that all towers and antennas were in an 260 

identical configuration to the configuration used on January 4 and 5, 2020 in the area around 261 

the Walters Art Museum. 262 
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I parked in the alleyway at approximately 1:20 AM and turned the replica phone on. Within a 263 

few seconds it connected to a cellular signal. I stood in the alleyway directly in front of the door 264 

leading out from the Engineers Club to the alleyway and waited there until 2:00 AM. I then got 265 

in my vehicle and drove home. The next morning, I submitted a request for records from Xfinity 266 

Mobile and received what is labeled Abara Exhibit 12d approximately three days later.  267 

 268 

The information contained in Exhibit 12d showed that for two of the three connections made 269 

during my drive test, I connected to Tower 109X - the same tower that Izzy Gardner connected 270 

to while inside the Engineers Club for most of the day. But the third and final connection at 1:56 271 

AM connected to Tower 16X. This demonstrated to me that it is possible for a cellular phone in 272 

that alleyway to connect to Tower 16X even if antenna X is not oriented to include the alleyway 273 

in its default range.  274 

 275 

As I mentioned, this drive test has inherent limitations. Of course we can never replicate 276 

perfectly the exact conditions of the night in question. I attempted to factor in all relevant 277 

information but it is possible the conditions during my drive test were different than what 278 

Gardner’s phone experienced on January 4 and 5, 2020. It’s impossible to know for sure. But I 279 

believe the drive test proves what we already know just from considering the basic science of 280 

this technology: the margin of error at the boundaries makes it impossible to know for sure 281 

where Gardner’s phone was located during the crucial moments when the Walters was being 282 

robbed. 283 

 284 

Dr. Kenya Abara 285 

Dr. Kenya Abara286 
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Exhibit 1 

 

Chesapeake City Police Department 

Forensic Report - Case 48-15162342 

Managing Technician: Daniel Faraday 

 

This report summarizes all relevant findings of the Chesapeake City Police Department in Case 

File No. 48-15162342, which pertains to the robbery of the Walters Art Museum on the evening 

of January 4 and 5, 2020. This report was prepared by Managing Technician Daniel Faraday and 

was verified by Supervising Technician Lt. Hugo Reyes. All information in this report is 

accurate. 

 

Security Camera Footage 

 

Detective Barnes reported that the security system for the Walters Art Museum was not 

functioning on the night of the robbery due to a recent power outage. Our technicians examined 

the system and determined this was accurate; the last available recording was for December 31, 

2019 at approximately 3:22 PM. A large storm passed through the Chesapeake region that 

afternoon and the museum lost power for approximately three minutes.  

 

When the museum’s power was restored, it appears the device designed to sync the cameras did 

not restart properly. Without this device, the cameras were unable to connect to the main security 

controls and were not functional. There was no useable data we could collect from the security 

camera system. 

 

Entrance/Exit Data 

 

Employees gain access to the building through the use of keycards that are independently 

connected to a single individual. That data is logged on a private server kept in a private room at 

the museum. Our forensic data recovery team arrived at the Walters around 6:45 AM on the 

morning of January 5, 2020, and were able to gain access to that server. They obtained the 

following relevant information:
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Date Time Keycard Location 

01/04/2020 7:56 P.M. Banerjee, J. Front Exterior 

01/04/2020 8:01 P.M. Hudson, C. Front Exterior 

01/04/2020 10:32 P.M. None - internal  Rear Interior 

01/04/2020 10:46 P.M. Banerjee, J. Rear Exterior 

01/04/2020 11:02 P.M. None - internal Rear Interior 

01/04/2020 11:14 P.M. Hudson, C. Rear Exterior 

01/05/2020 1:30 A.M. None - front buzzer Front Interior 

01/05/2020 1:54 A.M. None - internal Rear Interior 

01/05/2020 4:56 A.M. Ross, S. Front Exterior 

 

This information largely corroborates the account told by the two guards. It shows the guards 

arriving for their shifts and taking their breaks as described, and then shows that the front 

entrance was opened at 1:30 A.M. using the security guard manual override. It then shows the 

rear exit was opened using the internal push bar at 1:54 A.M., which suggests that the two 

individuals left using the rear exit at that time. Guard Sidney Ross then enters using the front 

exterior entrance at 4:56 AM, which corroborates the information from the guards as well.  

 

Fingerprint Analysis  

 

Forensic technicians on scene dusted for fingerprints on the front entrance/exit door, surfaces on 

the main lobby including the security desk and walls, and in all three rooms where items were 

stolen. Technicians also dusted for prints on and near the back door based on the guards’ 

speculation that the robbers did not leave through the front entrance.  

 

Fingerprint analysis in public locations is always challenging. The Walters is an active museum 

with hundreds of daily visitors, and we found over 300 usable prints. Our office does not have 

anywhere close to the resources necessary to evaluate all of those results, so we turned our 

findings over to the FBI Art Crime Team for further investigation.  

 

Our fingerprint analysis did locate the following potentially relevant results: 

 

1. Numerous full matches to the fingerprints of guards Jamie Banerjee, Casey Hudson, and 

Sidney Ross on many surfaces, including the front entrance doors, security desk, walls in 

art rooms, and rear exit door.  

2. No matches, partial or full, to the fingerprint samples on file for Izzy Gardner.  
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DNA Analysis 

 

Similar concerns exist with DNA analysis when trying to gather samples in a public museum, as 

there are thousands of potential samples on every surface. For our DNA analysis, we focused on 

potentially relevant surfaces including the front entrance doors, rear exit door, areas around the 

edges of the frames that housed the stolen paintings, clothing items worn by guards Banerjee and 

Ross, and the zip tie fragments used to restrain guards Banerjee and Ross. 

 

As with the fingerprint evidence, all DNA profiles we collected were submitted to the FBI’s Art 

Crime Team for further investigation if they so choose, as they have access to additional 

databases and resources to pursue leads that a city police department simply cannot follow.  

 

Our DNA analysis did locate the following potentially relevant results: 

 

1. Jamie Banerjee’s DNA profile was found on the front entrance doorway, rear entrance 

doorway, and the zip ties recovered from the main lobby. 

2. Casey Hudson’s DNA profile was found on the front entrance doorway, rear entrance 

doorway, and the zip ties recovered from the hallway outside the Renaissance and 

Baroque room.  

3. Sidney Ross’s DNA profile was found on the front entrance doorway, rear entrance 

doorway, and the lower left exterior of the frame that held Springtime.  

 

We did not recover Izzy Gardner’s DNA on any of the surfaces tested, including the frames that 

held the two stolen paintings or the zip tie fragments left at the museum and used to restrain the 

guards. This is not surprising as the museum is cleaned frequently and Izzy Gardner had not 

worked at the museum for over a month at the time of the robbery, and the absence of Gardner’s 

DNA does not rule out the possibility that Gardner was present in the museum on the night it was 

robbed.  
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SUMMARY

In December of 2019, Art Appraisal of Greater Chesapeake (AAGC) completed our annual

review of several items currently housed and/or displayed at the Walters Art Museum to

provide a present value analysis (“appraisal”) of those items. 

After the Walters Art Museum was robbed in January of 2020, AAGC was asked to provide

a supplementary report covering only those items that were stolen in the robbery. This

document is a summary of information provided in the December 2019 report, and all

values in this report are current as of January 4, 2020 – the date these items were stolen. 

The values in this report do not include what is commonly referred to as “theft value” –

meaning the increase in value that can occur when an item is stolen and recovered. That

value is impossible to calculate with certainty until an item has been recovered. At the

time this report is being issued, none of the items stolen from the Walters have been

recovered.

ART APPRAISAL OF
GREATER CHESAPEAKE

2

METHODOLOGY

All of our appraisers are certified by the American Art Appraisal Association, commonly

known as “4A.” Our appraisers consider all relevant factors including original artist,

notoriety of both the item and its creator, previous owners, condition of the item, any

dispute as to authenticity, and many other variables. Appraisers then consult the market

and use comparable items to reach an approximate value. Our appraisers maintain

contacts at art galleries and historical societies around the world and are constantly

updating their base of knowledge to provide accurate values. 

While our appraisers can offer verbal consultations for informal, person-to-person sales, the

vast majority of our work is done for museums, curators, and insurance companies. We

provide comprehensive value reports that are routinely admitted in court at trial, and our

appraisals routinely testify in trials and hearings around the state of Chesapeake and in

many other states.
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1 . MADONNA OF THE CANDELABRA

Appraisal ID: 19-604

Appraised on: 12/17/2019

Market value: $175,000.00 

Madonna of the Candelabra is an oil painting done by famous Italian artist

Raphael and completed in or around 1513 A.D. It depicts Mary and Jesus

flanked by two angels and shows two candles (“candelabras”) in the

background. The painting is circular in shape and was featured on a stamp

from the United States Postal Service (USPS) in 2011, bringing about a

significant increase in notoriety and value. Madonna also traveled to Paris in

2011 for various exhibits including a stop at the Louvre. The painting shows

signs of participation by Raphael’s workshop and the angels were most

likely done by his assistants. While Madonna of the Candelabra may be

lesser known than some other paintings by Raphael, it has gained cultural

notoriety due to its stamp printing and overseas exhibits.
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2. SPRINGTIME

Appraisal ID: 19-277

Appraised on: 12/17/2019

Market value: $125,000.00

Springtime is an oil painting done by prominent French artist Claude

Monet around 1872. It depicts his first wife, Camille, seated in an outdoor

canopy. Monet used this work to show how sunlight passes through a

natural canopy, demonstrated by the dabs of bright color on the subject’s

dress. Camille’s face is detailed and focused, and this work flatters the

subject as someone beautiful and contemporary. The piece was likely

painted in Monet’s backyard garden where he frequently worked. Monet’s

second wife ordered the destruction of all paintings and depictions of

Camille - but this particular depiction had already been sold before that

occurred. That adds to the rarity and value of the painting.
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3. RUBENS VASE

Appraisal ID: 19-543

Appraised on: 12/17/2019

Market value: $300,000.00

Rubens Vase is carved from a single piece of agate and likely dates back to

the Byzantine empire around 400 A.D.. Little is known about its origins or

history until around 1200 A.D. when it was likely taken during the sack of

Constantinople. The vase subsequently passed through the hands of many

well-known art collectors in western Europe including King Charles V of

France, and eventually was held by the great Flemish painter Peter Paul

Reubens. Reubens actually drew the vase while he possessed it and that

drawing is held by the State Hermitage Museum in Saint Petersburg,

Russia. The gold rim around the top was added in France around 1809 –

1819. The vase’s value is enhanced by its remarkable age and condition, as

well as its history and intricate detail that has survived for over a

millennium.
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Chesapeake Catering
Sign-In Sheet

Date: January 4-5, 2020

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Name Time In

Thomas Kiley 4:42 PM

Shane Ardinger 4:46 PM

Time Out

4

Natalie Murray 4:48 PM
Sunnnah Brooks 4::49 PM

Armani Lee 3:59 PM
Izzy Gardner 4:30 PM

Navneet Kaur 4:51 PM
Zinedine Partipilo 4:53 PM
Ava Sekowski 4:54 PM
Kaylee Reyes 4:58 PM
Casey Jillson 5:00 PM

Jadyn Sprandlin 5:01 PM
Makaliah Chase 5:03 PM

Ojus Phogat 5:04 PM
Wendy Zhang 5:05 PM

12:33 AM
12:33 AM

10:22 PM

11:06 PM
9:21 PM
10:58 PM
11:24 PM
10::01 PM
9:45 PM

11:04 PM
11:43 PM

10:58 PM
9:06 PM

11:39 PM
10:41 PM
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Walters Art Museum

Security Shift Schedule

January 4, 2020 5:00 AM - 2:00 PM Sidney Ross

January 4, 2020 1:00 PM - 9:00 PM Drew Shepard*

Casey HudsonJanuary 4/5, 2020 8:00 PM - 5:00 AM

January 4/5, 2020 8:00 PM - 5:00 AM Jamie Banerjee

January 5, 2020 5:00 AM - 2:00 PM Sidney Ross

January 5, 2020 1:00 PM - 9:00 PM

January 5/6, 2020 8:00 PM - 5:00 AM

8:00 PM - 5:00 AM

Thomas Azari*

5

Casey Hudson

Jamie BanerjeeJanuary 5/6, 2020

January 6, 2020 5:00 AM - 2:00 PM Sidney Ross

January 6, 2020 1:00 PM - 9:00 PM

January 6/7, 2020 5:00 AM - 2:00 PM Casey Hudson

January 6/7, 2020 5:00 AM - 2:00 PM Sidney Ross

Summer Akhtar*

*denotes third-party contractor provided by Security Limited LLC

January 6, 2020 1:00 PM - 9:00 PM Jamie Banerjee
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Chesapeake 
Uniform Company

October 29, 2020
8:16 A.M.

One Chesapeake City Police Officer uniform

One police officer utility belt

Cash transaction, $80.00

10% off for student discount

Total: $72.00

Customer paid with exact change

6
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Opening Balance

$712.64

Chesapeake Bank & Trust
Account Statement

Izzy Gardner
Monument Homes Apartment Complex
1220 Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd, Apt 816
Chesapeake, MD, 21230

Date: January 8, 2020
Account Number: XXXX-XXXX-1776

Account Type: Checking

Closing Balance

$7,776.10

Date Description Type Amount Balance

1/1/20 7/11 Debit -$16.14 $296.50
1/2/20 M & G's Crabs Debit -$52.19 $244.31
1/3/20 Cash Deposit Deposit $102.37 $346.68
1/3/20 Giant Food Debit -$39.77 $306.91

1/7/20 Venmo Transfer Transfer -$600.00 $7,776.10

1/3/20 Dunkin Donuts Debit -$3.22 $303.69

1/4/20 Walgreens Debit -$22.96 $280.73

1/4/20 Cash Deposit Deposit $121.16 $401.89

1/5/20 Cash Deposit Deposit $187.55 $589.44

1/6/20 Cash Deposit Deposit $7,800.00 $8,389.44

1/7/20 Java Joe's Debit -$13.34 $8,376.10

7
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Project Name: Walters Art Museum Heist, January 4 & 5, 2020

Agent in Charge: Special Agent Jack Kelly

Date Issued: April 24, 2020

FBI Art Crime Team
Case Investigation Report

This report was prepared by FBI Special Agent Jack Kelly of the FBI Art Crime Team. The
FBI Art Crime Team is a rapid-response unit designed to investigate possible sightings
of stolen art. We also assist local police departments when requested and provide
forensic support where local police resources may be insufficient. 

In January of 2020, our office was contacted by Detective Murphy Barnes of the
Chesapeake City Police Department. Detective Barnes informed Agent Jack Kelly that
the Walters Art Museum in Chesapeake City had been robbed by two individuals
impersonating Chesapeake City police officers, and that three items had been stolen.
The police had a potential suspect in custody, but Detective Barnes admitted to me
that “we aren’t completely sure they’re the right person and we want to check all
possible angles.” Detective Barnes requested assistance in tracking the stolen art and
evaluating forensic evidence collected at the scene.

Tracking Stolen Art

Our office maintains numerous contacts and covert sources in the world of
underground art trade. Paintings taken in heists may change hands quietly through
organized crime organizations, individual brokers, or occasionally even high-end
private collections. We frequently mine these sources for leads on paintings and items
that have not been recovered.

8
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Upon learning of the Walters heist, I first spoke to Source 1. Source 1 is a member of a
criminal organization that traffics stolen goods along the eastern seaboard, and
Source 1 claims to be familiar with all items handled or considered for purchase by
their organization. I spoke to Source 1 about the three items stolen at the Walters and
they indicated none of those items had been offered to their organization for
purchase. Source 1 indicated they were aware of the Walters heist but did not believe
it had any connection to their organization. 
 
I then spoke to Source 2. Source 2 is actually a member of the same criminal
organization as Source 1. To the best of our knowledge, Source 2 and Source 1 are
unaware that the other is cooperating with our office. Source 2 corroborated Source
1’s information that the organization did not have any of the stolen items and had not
been offered any of the stolen items for sale. Source 2 did offer one interesting piece
of information, which is that a small group of individuals had recently broken from
their organization and Source 2 believed those individuals were forming their own
criminal enterprise. Source 2 informed me that the individuals who left their
organization specialized in bank robberies and turning employees (“inside jobs”) but
none had any history with art theft. I was unable to learn anything more about those
individuals despite asking additional sources. Source 1 indicated they had no idea who
Source 2 was referring to, and actually stated that Source 2 may be inventing that
information. 
 
I finally spoke to Source 3, a high-end private collector who cooperates occasionally
with the FBI. This individual is wealthy and has been known to purchase stolen art for a
private collection but became an FBI informant some time ago after they were caught
in a sting operation. This individual maintains significant contacts with underground art
dealers and now assists the FBI in finding returning stolen art. Source 3 reported
nothing actionable despite putting out inquiries to his various contacts. Source 3 told
me they believe the art has likely not been sold yet as Source 3 believes they would
have heard about the art being offered for sale if it was being sold. Source 3 is highly
credible and understands that they must tell the truth to the FBI or risk potential
criminal charges, and I believe their information to be accurate.
 
Based on the information gathered by my office, we cannot currently offer any insight
on the whereabouts of the stolen paintings and artifacts from the Walters Art
Museum. Our office will continue to monitor channels and sources in an attempt to
locate the missing items.
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Our office also offers bulk forensic evidence processing for local police departments
that do not have the resources to test hundreds or thousands of fingerprint samples
or DNA samples. Here is a summary of our relevant findings:
 
The Chesapeake City Police Department provided our office with 312 potential
fingerprint samples gathered at the Walters Art Museum on the morning after the
robbery. This is not surprising; the Walters is a public museum with thousands of
visitors each month. We sent all of those samples to the FBI’s central forensic
laboratory. They determined that 164 of the samples were of sufficient quality to run
through our central database. Of those 164 useable samples, 47 of them generated a
match to a known person. 
 
Our office evaluated each of the 47 matches and found no persons of interest. We
were able to verify that 39 of the individuals on that list were not in Chesapeake City at
the time of the robbery. 7 others were incarcerated at the time the robbery occurred.
The remaining individual was a Chesapeake City Police Officer who acknowledged
visiting the museum approximately a week before the robbery with his family. None of
the provided samples matched Izzy Gardner’s fingerprint which was provided to us by
local police. Our office did not find any actionable information from our analysis of the
fingerprint samples provided by local police. 
 
The Chesapeake City Police Department also provided our office with 27 swabs to test
for potential DNA profiles. These swaps were taken from various areas and surfaces in
the Walters Art Museum. Our laboratory evaluated the samples and found 22 unique
DNA profiles in total. Three had already been identified by local police: guards Jamie
Banerjee, Casey Hudson, and Sidney Ross. None of the DNA profiles found by our
laboratory matched Izzy Gardner based on a sample provided to us by local police. 
 
The remaining DNA profiles were run through our FBI databases. Six of the profiles
matched with known individuals, four of whom were incarcerated at the time of the
robbery. The two other individuals provided alibis demonstrating they were not
present in Chesapeake City at the time of the robbery, and we determined those alibis
to be credible. Based on this information, our office did not find any actionable
evidence from our DNA analysis. 
 
None of the information we identified in our forensic review provided us with any
useable leads or actionable evidence. This is not surprising given the limits of
collecting forensic evidence in public spaces and the likelihood that the thieves made
efforts not to leave behind forensic traces.

Forensic Evidence Review
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Xfinity Mobile
Cellular Location Data for  410-455-1000 ("Target Cell")

From: March 8, 2020, 1:00 AM
To: March 8, 2020, 2:00 AM

12d
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2019: Richard Montgomery High (Montgomery County) 
 Beth Tfiloh, Co-Champion (Baltimore County) 

2018: Allegany High School (Allegany County) 
2017: The Park School (Baltimore County) 

2016: Annapolis High School (Anne Arundel County) 
2015: Severna Park High School (Anne Arundel County) 

2014: Richard Montgomery High School (Montgomery County) 
2013: Annapolis High School (Anne Arundel County) 
2012: Park School of Baltimore (Baltimore County) 
2011: Park School of Baltimore (Baltimore County) 

2010: Severna Park High School (Anne Arundel County) 
2009: Allegany High School (Allegany County) 

2008: Severna Park High School (Anne Arundel County) 
2007: Severn School (Anne Arundel County) 

2006: Severna Park High School (Anne Arundel County) 
2005: Richard Montgomery High School (Montgomery County) 

2004: Park School of Baltimore (Baltimore County) 
2003: Elizabeth Seton High School  (Prince George’s County) 

2002: Towson High School (Baltimore County) 
2001: DeMatha Catholic High School (Prince George’s County) 

2000: Broadneck High School (Anne Arundel County) 
1999: Towson High School (Baltimore County) 

1998: Pikesville High School (Baltimore County) 
1997: Suitland High School (Prince George’s County) 

1996: Towson High School (Baltimore County) 
1995: Pikesville High School (Baltimore County) 

1994: Richard Montgomery High School (Montgomery County) 
1993: Elizabeth Seton High School (Prince George’s County) 

1992: Oxon Hill High School (Prince George’s County) 
1991: Westmar High School (Allegany County) 

1990: Bishop Walsh High School (Allegany County) 
1989: Lake Clifton High School (Baltimore City)   
1988: Pikesville High School (Baltimore County) 

1987: Thomas S. Wootton High School (Prince George’s County) 
1986: Old Mill High School  (Baltimore County) 

1985: High Point High School (Prince George’s County) 
1984: Worcester County Schools  

Celebrating 36 years of Mock Trial State Champions! 

MYLaw is pleased to coordinate the following programs, in addition to Mock Trial: 
Summer Law Academy 

Baltimore City Law Links 
Baltimore City Teen Court 

Moot Court 
Baltimore City Council Page Program 

Law Day / Civics & Law Academies 
For more information, please visit: www.mylaw.org or Facebook (/mylaw.org) 
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